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1.1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

The aim of the project is to develop waterborne protective coatings that can be used for 

conservation of Cultural Heritage buildings and monuments. For that hybrid 

organic/inorganic waterborne coatings will be prepared. The idea is on one part to use 

waterborne systems to reduce the environmental impact and on the other to combine the 

high thermal stability and the good mechanical properties of the silica with the elasticity, 

lightweight, and capability to form coatings of the acrylic polymers.  

Stone structures, such as buildings, monuments, sculptures, and archaeological 

remains, are vulnerable to deterioration as they are constantly exposed to outdoor 

environments. Stone decay is caused by the combined, and often synergistic, action of 

several agents. The factors that cause deterioration of historical buildings have been 

classified by Sadat-Shojai in natural factors, human factors, biological factors and air 

pollution and salt growth [1]. The natural factors include climate (wind, rain, frost) 

earthquakes, fire and corrosion. Human factors include vandalism, terrorism, neglect and 

tourism. Biological factors are related to the effect of bacteria and fungi that can lead to 

changes in the pH as well as mechanical stresses due to the shrinking and swelling. Air 

pollution may be the most important factor for stone decay because the pollutants can 

dissolve in water leading to acidic solutions that can react with the stone.  

Generally, the most popular decay mechanisms are associated with thermal and 

freeze/thaw cycles [2,3], abrasion by sand [4], acid rain [5], salt crystallization [6], and 

microbial colonization (by both chemical [7,8] and physical [9] mechanisms). Apart from 

structural damage, the decay agents can lead to evident aesthetical alterations, 

specifically, the deposition of atmospheric contaminants (soot, dirt particles, etc.) and 
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staining from pigment-rich organisms [9,10], and even acts of vandalism (graffiti) are a 

major concerns in cultural heritage preservation. 

In the past, the only conservation materials available for repairing small defects or 

applying preventive conservation layers were lime, linseed oil, wax, animal and vegetable 

glues. Lime with casein admixtures as well as mixtures of animal and vegetable glue were 

used to produce mortars for filling lacunae. Broken parts were glued together with bone 

glue or shellac, and if heavy pieces were involved, they were fixed with bronze or iron 

clamps or pins. The repair of indoor sculptures made of marble or limestone was carried 

out using a mixture consisting of finely ground gypsum and animal glue. For outdoor 

location, bees wax provided shiny gloss and water repellency to limestone and marble 

tombstones. Bees wax has the advantage of not becoming brittle even after decades but 

has the disadvantage of remaining sticky so that dust deposition is increased. [11] 

Nowadays, biomimetic, superhydrophobic/superoleophobic, water-/oil-repellent 

coatings, antifungal coatings, anti-graffiti coatings, and photocatalytic, self-cleaning 

coatings, as well as advanced consolidants and cleaning agents, are some examples of 

the advanced nanostructured materials, which provide promising avenues for conservation 

purposes. Therefore, the use of these compatible advanced materials is expected to 

mitigate undesirable effects while granting long-term stability and reducing the cost of 

restoration interventions. [12] 

Conservation and restoration of monuments can be done by using consolidant products 

and coatings [13]. Consolidants aim at restoring the cohesion of the stones by filling the 

pores. They are not considered in this work. A protective treatment, according to the 

scientific community, is a product (liquid, solution, dispersion, suspension) that can be 

applied to the stone surface and does not alter the aesthetic properties of the stone, 

ensures a reduction of water absorption by capillarity, confers a water-repellent character 
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to the surface, does not alter the water vapor permeability, does not produce aggressive 

secondary materials, or induces any damage to the substrate, and in general applied by 

brush or by spray. Furthermore, the coating should be resistant to weathering (including 

UV radiation). 

Although coatings made of silicates have been used [1,14–16] here the focus is on 

polymer coatings. Plenty of work has been devoted to develop water repellent coatings 

[17–19]. Water repellence is linked to the sliding angle (angle at which a droplet of water 

slides on a surface), which in general decreases as the water contact angle increases. 

Therefore, numerous attempts to produce superhydrophobic coatings (coatings with water 

contact angles greater than 150 º) have been reported [20–24] These values can only be 

reached using rough surfaces, because the contact angle of the most hydrophobic 

polymers (fluorinated polymers)  is slightly above 110º [25]. Consequently, the works 

aimed at achieving enough degree of roughness. For that, inorganic particles have been 

incorporated to acrylic, fluorinated acrylic and siloxane polymers [26]. 

Acrylics, fluorinated acrylic polymers, fluoropolyethers and siloxanes are some of the 

coatings that have been studied  [27–32]. Acrylics and siloxanes have proved to be more 

suitable and are widely applied nowadays, but they still do not satisfy all the demands for 

an ideal protective coating for stone monuments and especially those of cultural heritage 

value. Most of these products have not been specifically developed for preserving such 

elements of cultural heritage; in fact, they present some disadvantages when applied on 

stone, namely, poor penetration, weak interaction with the substrate, a sharp decrease in 

water vapor permeability and the use of solvents make many of the current coatings used 

for protection of monuments environmentally unfriendly. 

Solvents are volatile organic compounds VOCs and are among the most common air 

pollutants emitted in the atmosphere. The need to reduce VOC emissions has been the 
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driving force for the shift from solvent borne architectural and industrial coatings to 

waterborne ones; thus, in this work have been made efforts to develop eco friendly 

waterborne coatings for protection of historical monuments. The change has been 

challenging as it has been difficult for the waterborne coatings to meet the performance of 

the solvent based coatings. The reason is that in the waterborne the polymer is dispersed 

in particles and the integration of the different particles during film formation is not simple. 

The film formation process is typically described as a three steps process: i) water 

evaporation, ii) particle deformation and compaction, and iii) polymer interdiffusion among 

particles [33]. The properties of the coating strongly depend on polymer interdiffusion and 

this creates a problem because interdiffusion requires polymer mobility (glass transition 

temperature, Tg, lower than the application temperature) and architectural coatings are 

applied to room temperature. However, if the Tg is lower than the room temperature, the 

coating will not have good mechanical properties (poor blocking, dirt pick-up). 

A way to avoid this problem is to use high Tg polymers and to add a coalescent agent 

in the formulation. Coalescent agents are solvents that reduce the effective Tg of the 

polymer during film formation allowing good polymer interpenetration, but later evaporate 

leaving a mechanically hard film. Obviously, this involves release of VOCs and the amount 

of VOC is limited by the regulations [34]. Ways to avoid these limitations involved the use 

of polymer-polymer and polymer-inorganic hybrids [35].  

In spite of these difficulties, the improvement in the properties of the waterborne 

coatings has been impressive and nowadays they compete and even outperform the 

solvent based counterparts in highly demanding applications such as automotive coatings 

where in addition to be better for environment and healthier for workers less clear-coat is 

needed, and the waterborne coatings are cleaner and brighter than the solvent-based 

paints. 
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Therefore, we try to develop waterborne coatings for protection of historical monuments 

based on the technology available for exterior architectural coatings. Acrylic polymers have 

the largest share of this market and some of the properties of this class of materials 

(transparency, stability against photo-oxidation and good weatherability) can be useful for 

monument protection.  However, in order to provide high durability, the coatings must have 

high adhesive power and good mechanical properties (scratch and wear resistance) and 

pure (acrylic) polymer coatings are prone to be damaged by wear.  

In 1946 at Bonampak (Mexico), a startling archaeological discovery was made. [36] 

This ancient Maya site contained an impressive collection of fresco paintings characterized 

by bright blue and ochre colours that had been miraculously preserved. A specially striking 

feature of these wall paintings was precisely their vivid blue hues, an unknown pigment 

which was called Maya blue.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Bonampak Murals, Room 2. King Chan Muwan and Captives (reconstuction). G. Dagli 
Orti De Agostini Picture Library Getty Images; the chemical structure is taken from Sánchez-Ochoa, 
F.  et al. Trapping and diffusion of organic dyes inside of palygorskite clay: The ancient Maya Blue 
pigment, Microporous and Mesoporous Materials, vol 249, 111-117, 2017. 
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The most remarkable feature of Maya blue was its durability; is a robust pigment, resisting 

biodegradation, and showing also stability when exposed to acids, alkalis and organic 

solvents. The secret of this pigment is to be found in its chemical structure: it is a man-

made material that combines the colour of the organic pigment (indigo) and the resistance 

of the inorganic host (clay mineral known as palygorskite), a hybrid organic - inorganic 

material, with properties and performance well beyond those of a simple mixture of its 

components. 

This example illustrates the now well known fact that polymer/inorganic hybrids have 

superior properties because they synergistically combine the advantages of the inorganic 

materials with those of the polymers.  

The properties of polymers and inorganic materials are compared in Table 1.1. The 

inorganic components provide mechanical and thermal stability, but also new 

functionalities that depend on the chemical nature, the structure, the size, and crystallinity 

of the inorganic phase. Indeed the inorganic component can implement or improve 

electronic, magnetic and redox properties, as well as density, and refraction index. [37] 

The field of polymer/inorganic hybrids is enormous and no attempt to review it will be 

made. The reader is addressed to the existing reviews [21-40].  Here the focus will be on 

the waterborne polymer-inorganic coatings. Reviews for these materials are also available 

[35,40,46,58]. In what follows, the components of the waterborne polymer-inorganic 

coatings, the methods available for their synthesis and the associated challenges will be 

discussed.  
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1.1.1. COMPONENTS OF THE WATERBORNE POLYMER-INORGANIC 
COATINGS 

 

Although a coating formulation may in principle contain many components (biocides, 

coalescent agents, thickeners, etc.) here the discussion is focused on the key 

components: polymer, inorganic material and stabilizer. 

In principle many polymers can be used. Fluorinated and silicone based polymers are 

attractive because they are very hydrophobic. However, waterborne dispersions of these 

polymers have low adhesion to the surface. Therefore, acrylic polymers will be used in this 

work. 

Acrylic polymers are obtained by polymerization of alkyl esters of acrylic acid 

(propenoic acid - CH2=CHCO2H). It is worth pointing out that most so-called acrylic 

Table 1.1. Comparison of properties of polymers and inorganic materials [8]. 
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coatings include also methacrylates (esters of the methacrylic acid). The first commercial 

use of an acrylic polymer was as an adhesive-like interlayer for laminated safety glass [59]. 

Acrylic technology soon expanded to the coating industry in the form of acrylic solution 

polymers [60], followed later by acrylic emulsions [61]. The acrylic polymers gained 

widespread market acceptance as coatings binders due to outstanding properties such as 

colour stability, transparency, and resistance to weathering and ageing. Acrylic emulsion 

polymers (often referred to as acrylic latexes) have become one of the major binder types 

in use in the coatings industry today. [62–66] They are produced by emulsion 

polymerization. Acrylic emulsions are used for both high quality architectural coatings and  

industrial coatings. [59] 

The inorganic particles used in polymeric coatings include SiO2, TiO2, ZnO, Al2O3, 

CaCO3 and clays. The choice of the inorganic material made in this work was determined 

by the need of having a transparent coating. The lower the refractive index and the particle 

size the more transparent the film. The refractive indexes and the particle sizes of the 

commercially available inorganic materials are given in Table 1.2. It can be seen, that silica 

presented the best combination of low refractive index and small particle size.  Therefore, 

SiO2 was used in this work. 
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Waterborne dispersions of hydrophobic polymers are thermodynamically unstable. 

Surfactants are commonly used to provide stability. However, surfactants are prone to 

migrate during film formation accumulating at the air-film and film-substrate interfaces as 

well as forming aggregates within the film.  In addition to the problems caused by the leak 

to environment, accumulation at the air-film interface, may affect the aesthetics of the 

coating surface. On the other hand, accumulation at the film-substrate interface reduces 

the adhesion, and formation of aggregates within the film increase the water uptake. 

Therefore, several strategies aiming at avoiding the use of migratory surfactants have 

been proposed.  

Surfmers, polymeric surfactants, functional monomers and Pickering stabilization are 

some of the strategies used. Surfmers are surfactants that have double bonds that can 

Inorganic particles Refractive index Particle size 

SiO2 1.4585 ≈ 10 nma 

CaCO3 1.6585 > 30 nmb 

Al2O3 1.7682 > 30 nmc 

ZnO 2.0034 > 40 nmd 

TiO2 2.6142 > 18 nme 

    ahttp://nathan.instras.com/documentDB/paper-190.pdf/ (K.P. González-Matheus PhD Thesis, 
University of the Basque Country, 2014.)  

    bhttp://www.ycchem.com.tw/ycchem-product.htm 
chttp://www.nyacol.com/products/alumina/ 
dhttp://www.nyacol.com/products/zinc-oxide/ 
ehttp://gcell.com/wp-content/uploads/TiO2-Datasheet-G24-Power-MS033-Rev2.pdf 

 

Table 1.2. Refractive indexes and particle sizes of the commercial colloidal dispersions. 

 

http://nathan.instras.com/documentDB/paper-190.pdf/
http://www.nyacol.com/products/zinc-oxide/
http://gcell.com/wp-content/uploads/TiO2-Datasheet-G24-Power-MS033-Rev2.pdf
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react by free radical polymerization, and hence they can be incorporated into the polymer 

backbone [67] avoiding migration [68]. The main drawback of the surfmers is that they are 

system dependent in the sense that it is necessary to adapt the reactivity of their double 

bond to those of the monomers used, because too reactive surfactants become buried 

within the particles during polymerization and the slow reactive ones do not get attached to 

the polymer. Strategies for the optimal use of surfmers have been proposed [69,70] but still 

the functionality of the surfmer has to be adapted to the particular monomer system.  

Polymeric surfactants that strongly adsorb on the surface of the particle show a limited 

migration during film formation3 and therefore limit the problems caused by the 

conventional surfactants. However, strong adsorption makes them inefficient for particle 

nucleation [71]. Sodium Styrene sulfonate (NaSS) is likely the most promising functional 

monomer and stable high solids polymer dispersions can be produced [72–74]. However, 

although these dispersions do not show macroscopic migration of amphiphilic material, 

one wonders about the effect of the 13 % of the NaSS that forms part of the water soluble 

polymer on applications such as protection of monuments. 

Pickering stabilization is an alternative to the use of conventional surfactans. In this 

case, solid particles (often inorganics particles) adsorbed on the oil-water interface provide 

the stability to the dispersion [75–77]. For a well chosen solid particle, the energy of 

adsorption is very high [78] and therefore the particles are strongly attached to the 

interface. Complete coverage of the droplet surface is needed to minimize droplet-droplet 

coalescence. In the context of this work, where inorganic particles are going to be used 

and surfactant may create problems, Pickering stabilization is appealing because the 

inorganic particles can act both as reinforcement and as stabilizer. A variety of materials 

have been synthesized, mainly by means of emulsion [79–84] and miniemulsion 

polymerization [85–93]. The main drawbacks of Pickering stabilized polymerization in 
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dispersed media (low solids content, limited incorporation of the Pickering stabilizer to the 

particles and poor salt stability) have been overcome [77, 78].  Coagulum-free, 50 wt% 

solid-content latexes with an incorporation of silica exceeding 90 wt% and with better salt 

tolerance than latexes stabilized with conventional emulsifiers (SLS, PVOH)  were 

synthesized [94,95]. These Pickering dispersions allowed achieving the remarkable effect 

of increasing at the same time the Young's modulus, the stress at break and the elongation 

at break by increasing the silica concentration.  Water uptake of the films decreased with 

the silica concentration.  The films cast from these dispersions absorbed less water than 

films stabilized with PVOH, which is the workhorse for VAc-VeoVa10 latexes [96].  

 
 
 

 
1.1.2. SYNTHETIC METHODS FOR PRODUCTION OF WATERBORNE 

POLYMER-INORGANIC HYBRIDS 
 

The simplest method to prepare a waterborne polymer inorganic coating is by blending 

a polymer dispersion (latex) with a dispersion of inorganic particles. However, the 

inorganic particles tend to form aggregates during film formation. This is the result of both 

stratification of particles with different characteristics [97–100] and lack of compatibility 

between the polymer and the inorganic material. Both problems can be solved if the 

inorganic material and the polymer are in the same particle. 

A way of doing this may be prepare of polymer-inorganic master batches and dispersed 

them in water. However, this is not feasible because of the high viscosity of the organic 

phase. The viscosity can be reduced by adding solvents, but this implies the use of 

solvents and the cost due to the solvent removal from the dispersion.  

Therefore, incorporation of inorganic particles should occur during the polymerization of 
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the acrylic monomers. The two main polymerization processes in dispersed media are 

emulsion and miniemulsion polymerization, which will be briefly described before 

discussing the strategies to incorporate the inorganic particles 

 

 

1.1.2.1. EMULSION POLYMERIZATION 
 
 

Emulsion polymerization is the main method for production of latexes (colloidal particles 

dispersed in water). A very rich literature is available and no attempt to review it is made. 

Here just a description of the process is presented, which has been adapted from that in 

[101]. The polymer particles are mostly spherical, but they often have a morphology that 

strongly affects application properties. The average diameter of the particles ranges from 

50 to 1000 nm, more commonly from 80 to 300 nm. The main markets for these 

dispersions are paints and coatings (26%), paper coating (23%), adhesives (22%) and 

carpet backing (11%). Polymer dispersions have also found an interesting market niche in 

biomedical applications (diagnosis, drug delivery, and treatment). 

Commercial implementation of emulsion polymerization is mostly carried out in stirred 

tank reactors operated semicontinuously. Continuous stirred tank reactors are used for the 

production of some high-tonnage emulsion polymers such as styrene-butadiene rubber 

(SBR). Batch processes are only used to polymerize monomers with similar reactivities 

and low heat generation rate (e.g., acrylic-fluorinated copolymers for textile applications). 

In the semicontinuous process, the reactor is initially charged with a fraction of the 

formulation (monomers, emulsifiers, initiator and water). The initial charge is polymerized 

in batch for some time and then the rest of the formulation is added over a certain period of 

time (typically 3-4 h). The monomers can be fed either as an aqueous preemulsion 
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stabilized with some emulsifier or as neat monomers. 

Although batch emulsion polymerization is not frequently used, it will be discussed first 

because it is easier to understand as the fundamental processes occur in a sequential 

way, whereas in the semicontinuous and continuous modes the processes occur 

simultaneously. 

In the batch process the monomers are dispersed in water in the presence of 

surfactants. The surfactants adsorb on the surface of the monomer droplets stabilizing 

them. In most formulations, the amount of surfactant exceeds that needed to completely 

cover the monomer droplets and saturate the aqueous phase. The excess of surfactant 

forms micelles that are swollen with monomer. 

 Water soluble thermal or redox initiators are added to form radicals in the aqueous 

phase. These radicals are often too hydrophilic to directly enter into the organic phases. 

Therefore, they react with the monomer dissolved in the aqueous phase, forming 

oligoradicals which grow slowly because of the low concentration of monomer in the 

aqueous phase. After adding some monomer units, the oligoradicals become hydrophobic 

enough to be able to enter into the organic phases of the system. Because the total area of 

the micelles is about three orders of magnitude greater than that of the droplets, entry of 

radicals into the micelles is more likely. The entering oligoradicals find a monomer-rich 

environment within the micelle, and hence they grow fast forming a polymer chain. The 

new species formed upon entry of a radical into a micelle is considered to be a polymer 

particle. 

The process of formation of polymer particles by entry of radicals into micelles is called 

heterogeneous nucleation [102]. Polymer particles can also be formed when the 

oligoradicals grow in the aqueous phase beyond the length at which they are still soluble in 

water and precipitate. The precipitated polymer chain is stabilized by the emulsifier present 
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in the aqueous phase and monomer diffuses into the new organic phase, which allows a 

fast growing of the polymer chain. The process of formation of polymer particles by 

precipitation of oligoradicals is called homogeneous nucleation [103].  

Both homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation may be operative in a given system. 

In general, homogeneous nucleation is predominant for monomers of relatively high water-

solubility such as vinyl acetate (2.5 g/100g of water) and heterogeneous nucleation is 

predominant for water-insoluble monomers such as styrene (0.045 g/100 g of water).  

During nucleation, monomer droplets, monomer swollen micelles and monomer swollen 

polymer particles coexist in the batch reactor. Polymer particles efficiently compete for 

radicals and as their number increases, they become the main polymerization loci. The 

monomer that is consumed by free radical polymerization in the polymer particles is 

replaced by monomer that diffuses from the monomer droplets through the aqueous phase. 

Therefore, the size of the particles increases and that of the monomer droplets decreases. 

The number of micelles decreases because they become polymer particles upon entry of a 

radical, and also because they are destroyed to provide surfactant to stabilize both the 

polymer chains that precipitate in the aqueous phase and the increasing surface area of the 

growing polymer particles. After some time, all micelles disappear. This is considered to be 

the end of the nucleation and only limited formation of new particles may occur after this 

point because heterogeneous nucleation is not possible and there is no free surfactant 

available in the system to stabilize the particles formed by homogeneous nucleation. The 

stage of the batch emulsion polymerization in which particle nucleation occurs is called 

Interval I [104]. At the end of Interval I, which typically occurs at a monomer conversion of 

about 5-10% (depending on the surfactant/monomer ratio) and 1017-1018 particles L-1 are 

formed. Unless coagulation occurs, the number of particles remains constant during the rest 

of the batch process. 
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In Interval II, the system is composed of monomer droplets and polymer particles. The 

monomer consumed by polymerization in the polymer particles is replaced by monomer 

that diffuses from the monomer droplets through the aqueous phase. The mass transfer 

rate of monomers with water solubility equal or greater than that of styrene (0.045 g/100 g 

of water) is in most cases higher than the polymerization rate, and hence monomer 

partitions between the different phases of the system according to thermodynamic 

equilibrium. In the presence of monomer droplets, the concentration of the monomer in the 

polymer particles reaches a maximum value that is roughly constant during Interval II. The 

transport of reactants (monomers, chain transfer agents) with water solubility lower than 

that of the styrene from monomer droplets to polymer particles may be diffusionally limited.  

Because of the polymerization and monomer transport, the polymer particles grow in 

size and after some time, the monomer droplets disappear, marking the end of Interval II. 

The monomer conversion at which Interval II ends depends on the extent in which the 

polymer particles are swollen by the monomer. The higher the maximum swelling the 

earlier the monomer droplets disappear. In general, the more water-soluble the monomer 

the higher the maximum swelling, and hence the lower the monomer conversion at the end 

of Interval II. Thus, the transition from Interval II to Interval III occurs at about 40% 

conversion for styrene and at about 15 % conversion for vinyl acetate. This means that 

most of the monomer polymerizes during Interval III. In this interval, the monomer 

concentration in the polymer particles decreases continuously.  

In semicontinuous reactors, monomers, surfactant, initiator and water are continuously 

fed into the reactor. In this system, emulsion polymerization does not follow the sequence 

of events described above. Nevertheless, the underlying processes are the same. Thus, 

nucleation occurs whenever there is enough free emulsifier to stabilize the oligoradicals 

that precipitate in the aqueous phase (homogeneous nucleation) and to saturate the 
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surface of the existing interfaces (particles and monomer droplets if any) and form micelles 

(heterogeneous nucleation). Nucleation of a new crop of particles can be achieved by 

adding extra amounts of surfactant at specific moments along the semicontinuous process. 

Monomer droplets will exist if the rate at which the monomer is fed into the reactor exceeds 

the polymerization rate. This is a situation that it is not desirable because the presence of 

free monomer in the system lowers the capability for controlling the polymer characteristics 

and may cause safety issues. 

A characteristic of emulsion polymerization is that the material in the particles should be 

transferred through the aqueous phase. This makes difficult to incorporate highly water 

insoluble monomers and preformed polymers. Miniemulsion polymerization provides a way 

to avoid these limitations. 

 

1.1.2.2. MINIEMULSION POLYMERIZATION 
 
 

Miniemulsion polymerization was discovered in 1973 [105] and it is conceptually simpler 

than emulsion polymerization. This process has been extensively studied. Here a brief 

description of the method is presented and the reader is referred to the comprehensive 

reviews available for further information [106–110].  

A coarse aqueous emulsion containing the monomers, costabilizer and surfactant as 

well as preformed polymer and inorganic particles (if needed) is formed by mechanical 

agitation. Then, the coarse emulsion treated in a high efficient emulsification apparatus to 

form submicron (dd = 50-1000 nm) droplets. This process is known as miniemulsification 

and has been identified as the most significant bottleneck for a broader industrialization of 

miniemulsion polymerization [110]. Although technically demanding and costly, the 
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miniemulsification process (droplet break up) is relatively well understood [111,112]. Once 

the droplets are formed, droplet coalescence and droplet degradation by monomer 

diffusion (Ostwald ripening) should be avoided/minimized. Droplet coagulation can be 

minimized by improving the colloidal stability of the droplets wisely using the surfactants. 

Ostwald ripening is caused by the fact that due to the surface energy, the chemical 

potential of the monomer in the small droplets is higher than in the large ones, and 

therefore it diffuses from small to large droplets [113]. Ostwald ripening is minimized by 

using costabilizers (highly hydrophobic low molecular weight substances. Hexadecane has 

been the workhorse costabilizer, but as it does not polymerize remaining in the product, 

attempts to substitute it by reactive ones have been made. An analysis of the efficiency of 

these reactive costabilizers has been recently reported [114]. 

As submicron monomer droplets are obtained, the available surfactant adsorbs on the 

large surface area of the droplets, and hence no micelles are formed. When the initiator is 

added to the system, the radicals enter into the monomer droplets that become polymer 

particles. Droplet nucleation it is the key characteristic of overcomes the diffusional 

limitations encountered in emulsion polymerization and allows the incorporation of water-

insoluble compounds (monomers, polymers, catalysts, catalytic chain transfer agents, 

inorganic materials, and agents for controlled radical polymerization) to the reaction loci. 

Miniemulsion polymerization has tremendously expanded because it has opened the 

possibility of obtaining materials that cannot be synthesized otherwise with products 

expanding from adhesives [115,116]  to functional coatings [117–119] and gene and drug 

delivery [120]. 
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1.1.2.3. POSSIBLE PARTICLE MORPHOLOGIES OF POLYMER-INORGANIC 
HYBRIDS 

 

As discussed above, the way to avoid segregation and phase separation between the 

polymer and the inorganic particles is to have both materials in the same particle. Reviews 

on polymer-inorganic waterborne composites are available [35,40,46,58]. In principle, 

there are many possible morphologies, but for the sake of discussion it is convenient to 

start with the morphologies at thermodynamic equilibrium. For this system, equilibrium is 

determined by the minimum of the surface energy, and it has been demonstrated that the 

equilibrium morphologies can be summarized in the map given in Figure 1.2 [121]. This 

figure shows that the equilibrium morphologies are determined by the interfacial tensions 

between the different phases. The map includes separate polymer and inorganic particles 

that for the reasons discussed above are of no interest in this work. In order to reach the 

equilibrium morphology, the phases should be able to move freely. Therefore, it is 

expected that in systems in which the organic phase is very viscous, the equilibrium 

morphology is not reached, namely, the final particle morphology depends on the interplay 

between equilibrium and kinetics. Detailed modelling of this interplay has been recently 

reported [122]. 

Although representing only the thermodynamic equilibrium, the morphologies in Figure 

1.2 are useful for discussing the synthetic methods that can allow their production. Let us 

consider, core-shell morphologies with the inorganic particles in the core. Figure 1.2 shows 

that the first condition is that the interfacial energy inorganic-water should be higher than 

that of polymer-water, namely that the inorganic particles should be more hydrophobic 

than the polymer. This can only be possible if the surface of the inorganic is modified. 

However, if the inorganic particles are made hydrophobic, they will not be able to be 
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transported through the aqueous phase, namely emulsion polymerization cannot be used 

to produce this type of particles. On the other hand, these particles can be produced by 

miniemulsion polymerization, by miniemulsifying a mixture of monomer and surface 

modified inorganic particles in water.  It is worth pointing out that recent work [122] shows 

that rendering the surface of the inorganic particles hydrophobic is not enough to obtain 

this core-shell morphology. In addition, it is necessary to make the surface of the inorganic 

particles compatible with the polymer. Hydrophobic inorganic particles that are not 

compatible enough with the polymer led to hemispherical morphology.  

The core-shell particles with the polymer in the core can be obtained by both emulsion 

and miniemulsion polymerization. The key point is to ensure that the inorganic particles 

attached to the polymer. González-Matheus summarizes the methods used to achieve this 

goal [95]. Silica and clays, made more hydrophobic by lowering the pH, can stabilize 

particles in emulsion polymerization of hydrophilic monomers (MMA, VAc), although they 

fail to stabilize hydrophobic monomers such as styrene and vinyl pivalate [82,123,124]. 

Salt has been used to enhance the adsorption of laponite on miniemulsion 

droplets/particles [87]. Cationic monomers such as n-vinyl pyridine and 1-vinyl imidazole, 

improve the adsorption of negatively charged silica [81,85]. The combination of glycerol 

functionalized silica and cationic initiator allows high incorporation of the silica on the 

particles [83,125,126].  

  . 
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Figure 1.2. Map of equilibrium morphologies for dispersed polymer-inorganic hybrids [121] 

 

 

González-Matheus et al. [95] pointed out that in general, low solids contents 

dispersions were produced, that good incorporation of the inorganic material has been 

achieved only at relatively low solids contents, and these systems usually present poor salt 

stability, mainly in the presence of multivalent cations. These limitations have been 

recently overcome and coagulum-free, 50 wt% solid-content latexes with an incorporation 

of silica exceeding 90 wt% and with better salt tolerance than latexes stabilized with 

conventional emulsifiers (SLS, PVOH)  were synthesized [94,95]. These Pickering 

dispersions allowed achieving the remarkable effect of increasing at the same time the 

Young's modulus, the stress at break and the elongation at break by increasing the silica 

concentration.  Water uptake of the films decreased with the silica concentration.  The 

films cast from these dispersions absorbed less water than films stabilized with PVOH, 
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which is the workhorse for VAc-VeoVa10 latexes [96]. These properties were attributed to 

the honeycomb structure formed by the silica in the film.  

A key point in this synthetic strategy was the surface modification of the silica. The 

silica was modified by reacting it with 2- [methoxy (polyethyleneoxy) propyl] trimethoxy 

silane (98%, PEOTMS, Gelest) to cover the silica with the silica with polyethylene oxide 

chains that present a good salt resistance. The best properties were obtained for a 

coverage that gave a three phase contact angle of 68º.  
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1.2.  SCOPE AND SURVEY OF THESIS 

The main goal of this PhD thesis is the synthesis of waterborne organic/inorganic hybrid 

composites that can be applied as protective coating for natural stone buildings and in the 

field of Conservation of Cultural Heritage materials. The study of the literature available 

presented in Section 1.1 indicates that the miniemulsion polymerization of acrylic 

monomers in the presence of modified silica nanoparticles is a promising alternative and is 

the strategy that is pursued in this work. 

The manuscript has been organized in five Chapters that covers the following aspect. 

 

Chapter 2 is focused on the modification of the silica surface. The hydrophobicity of the 

silica was modified by reaction with methacryloxy(propyl)trimethoxysilane (MPS). The 

choice aimed at linking covalently the silica particles to the polymer. 

 

Chapter 3 deals with synthesis of waterborne polyacrylate/silica composites by 

miniemulsion polymerization. As inorganic component both the modified nanosilica and the 

unmodified nanosilica were used. The dispersions and the films were characterized in 

order to find the best formulation with the better performances. 

 

Chapter 4 is focused on the performance of the films in application. First, the effect of 

accelerated ageing tests on colour and chemical changes was studied. Then, the effect of 

the coating on water absorption and drying of Carrara marble and Lecce stone was 

investigated. 

 

Chapter 5 summarizes the most relevant conclusions of this thesis.  
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2.1. INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of the literature presented in Chapter I indicates that waterborne 

organic/inorganic hybrids are attractive as protective coatings for Conservation of 

Cultural Heritage monuments. The most promising particle morphology is a core-shell 

one, with the polyacrylate in the core and silica nanoparticles forming the shell and the 

miniemulsion polymerization is the most convenient way to synthesize this 

morphology. 

The attachment of the inorganic particles depends on the hydrophobicity of the 

silica particles, which can be varied through modification of the silica surface. The 

hydrophobicity should be adjusted so that the silica would adsorb at the 

monomer/water interface. On the other hand, the surface of the silica has not to be too 

hydrophobic because in this case, the silica will be inside of the miniemulsion droplets.  

Silicon dioxide (SiO2), also known as silica contains plenty of silanol groups (Si-OH) 

at the surface. (Figure 2.1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of the surface of the silica. 

 

These groups make the silica highly hydrophilic, as well as sensitive to changes in 

the pH of the medium. The pKa of the colloidal silica is 6.8 [1]; above this value, the 
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silanol groups become unprotonated, therefore the silica surface is negatively charged 

and highly hydrophilic. Below such pKa value, the silica is protonated and less 

hydrophilic. As a result, the hydrophilicity of the silica is determined by the pH of the 

medium.  At first sight, it may be tempting to use the pH to control the hydrophobicity of 

the silica, and therefore its adsorption on the monomer-water interface. However, this 

has two main problems. On one part, it forces to use acidic pH that can be harmful for 

the stones. On the other part, the attempts described in literature are not encouraging. 

Thus, although silica (and clays) made more hydrophilic by lowering the pH can 

stabilize particles in low solids emulsion polymerization of hydrophilic monomers 

(MMA, VAc), they failed to stabilize hydrophobic monomers such as styrene and vinyl 

pivilate [2–4], and hydrophobic monomers are preferred for protection of stones. 

Therefore, other methods should be used to modify the surface of the silica. 

Different methods have been reported in the literature [4–16]  to modify the silica 

surface including: (i) adsorption of organic cations or polycations [18]; (ii) esterification 

of silanol groups [19]; (iii) attaching of living polymer [20] (iv) growing polymer chain 

with initiators [9] and (v) grafting and chemical bonding with organosilanes 

(alkoxysilanes) [21][22][23].  

Grafting with organosilanes is particularly versatile because can be carried out in 

aqueous medium (water or a mixture of water/ ethanol or methanol) and plenty of 

functionalities are available. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic representation of hydrolytic 

deposition of silane on a silica substrate. [24] This mechanism involves  several steps: 

(i) water promotes the hydrolysis of inorganic groups in the silane, forming the reactive 

silanol groups; (ii) the silanes condense to form oligomers; (iii) the oligomers can form 

hydrogen bonds with OH groups on the silica surface; and (iv) a covalent linkage is 

formed between the silane oligomers and the substrate with the concomitant 

elimination of water. These reactions occur simultaneously after the initial hydrolysis 

step. [24] The reactions can be catalysed by acids or bases and performed at relatively 
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high temperature (80-90°C) to promote the condensation of the hydrolysed silane on 

the silica surface [25].  

 

 

Figure 2.2. Reaction mechanism of the hydrolytic deposition of a organosilane on a silica 

substrate. 

 

These reactions compete with the self-condensation of the silanes in the continuous 

medium.  Under these conditions, the concentration of the organosilane relatively to 

that of silica is an important process variable. Indeed, the rate of self-condensation in 

homogeneous phase is proportional to the square of the organosilane concentration, 

and the rate of reaction of the organosilanes with the silica, occurring at the 

heterogeneous interface, is proportional to the concentration of the two reactants, i.e. 

first order with respect to silane. Therefore, to limit the self-condensation, the 

concentration of the silica should be high whereas a low concentration of the 

organosilane is required. This means that the feeding of the organosilane to the tank 

reactor containing silica has to be carried out as slow as possible, thus to maximize the 

selectivity of the reaction between the organosilanes and the silica surface [26]. 
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The choice of the nature of the organic moiety R of the organosilan  (Figure 2.2) is 

also an important issue to be addressed, because it is responsible for silica 

compatibility with different phases (e.g. water, monomer, polymer). In this work, a 

silane containing a methacrylic group was chosen. The reasons were that in addition to 

controlling the hydrophobicity of the surface of the silica it is expected to have good 

compatibility with the (meth)acrylic monomers and to be covalently bonded to the 

polymer. Figure 2.3 presents the chemical structure of the modifier selected for this 

study (3-(Trimethoxysilyl) propyl methacrylate, MPS).  

 

 

   

Figure 2.3. Chemical structure of 3-(Trimethoxysilyl) propyl methacrylate (MPS). 

 

 

2.2.   EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

2.2.1. MATERIALS 

3-(Trimethoxysilyl) propyl methacrylate (98%, MPS, Sigma-Aldrich), silica 

dispersion Ludox 30SM (30%, Sigma-Aldrich), methanol (99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich) and 

ammonia (≥99.98%, Sigma-Aldrich) were used as received. Deionised water was used 

through the work. 

 

2.2.2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The surface modification was carried out in 500ml jacketed reactor having an 

anchor stirrer, reflux condenser, nitrogen inlet, feeding inlet and sampling device. 

Semicontinuous processes using the formulations given in Table 2.1 were carried out. 
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Table 2.1. Two different formulations for silica modification. 

Two different surface modified silicas were prepared. SiO2MPS-M was modified in 

methanol [17] and SiO2MPS-W was prepared in water with the addiction of a catalyst 

(ammonia, NH3) before MPS feeding, to promote the condensation of the hydrolysed 

silane on the silica surface [25].  

The reaction was carried out as follows. The reactor was initially charged with the 

diluent (methanol or water) and the dry silica was dispersed using a mild agitation (180 

rpm) for 1 hour at 80 °C. After this time and with the same experimental conditions, the 

MPS was fed slowly with a flow rate: 0,1 ml/min. The feeding times were 34 minutes 

for SiO2MPS-M and of 45 minutes for SiO2MPS-W; after the feeding was finish, both 

were let to react for 4h and stirred at 180 rpm. 

The reactor temperature was fixed at 80°C by controlling the temperature of the 

water in the jacket by means of a thermostatic bath and heat exchanger. The feeding 

pump was controlled by an automatic system (Camille TG, CRW Automatic Solution) 

connected to a balance. 

 

 

 

 

After the reaction, the modified silica was subjected to two centrifugation-

redispersion-washing cycles. Ultracentrifugation was conducted at 20000 rpm for 2 

hours in a Centrikon T-2190 and the redispersion cycles by means of an ultrasound 

bath for 6 hours. The goal of washing was to remove the homo-condensates and the 

NAME CONSTITUENTS INITIAL CHARGE FEED CATALYST 

SiO2MPS-M 

Ludox 30 40g (dry silica)  

- Methanol 100 g  

MPS - 8,5% of silica 

SiO2MPS-W 

Ludox 30 45g (dry silica)  

NH3 (18 g) Water 300 g  

MPS - 10% of silica  
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unreacted MPS. The product was a solid deposit composed of the particles with the 

grafted MPS. 

 

2.2.3. SILICA CHARACTERIZATION 

The particle size of both the bare silica dispersion and  the modified silica was 

measured by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), using a Zetasizer Nano Series (Malvern 

Instrument). To perform this analysis, about 1mL of the dispersion was diluted 1000 

times with deionized water to prevent multiple scattering. The refractive index of the 

silica (1.56) was used in the data analysis [27]. The reported particle size values 

represent an average of two repeated measurements. 

 

Contact angle 

As mentioned in Chapter I, to achieve a stable Pickering dispersion it is necessary 

to have a correct hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance between water, monomer mixture 

and the silica. The key parameter is the contact angle at three-phase point (𝜃𝑜𝑤) (figure 

2.4).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4. The contact angle 𝜃𝑜𝑤 at the three-phase point. 
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The contact angle at the three-phase point cannot be directly measured, but it can 

be estimated using the following equation 

 

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑜𝑤 =
𝛾𝑤𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑤−𝛾𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑜

𝛾𝑜𝑤
        (1) 

 

where 𝛾𝑤, 𝛾𝑜 and 𝛾𝑜𝑤 are the surface tensions of the aqueous and organic phases, and 

the interfacial tension between them; and 𝜃𝑤 and 𝜃𝑜 are the contact angles water-

modified silica and  monomer-modified silica, respectively. 

 The contact angles of the bare silica and the modified silica with the aqueous 

phase and with the monomer were determined with the KSV70 Tensiometer by using 

the Washburn method. [28] This method is used to determine the contact angle 

between liquids and powdered solids by measuring the rate of capillary penetration in a 

packed bed of the powder. According to the Washburn theory, when a porous solid is 

brought into contact with a liquid, the rise of the liquid into the pores of the solid obeys 

the following relationship: 

 

𝑚2 =
𝐶 𝛾 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝜌 𝑡

2𝜂
                                                                                     (2) 

 
Where m is the mass of liquid in the pores, C is the packing factor, which is a 

characteristic of the packed column,  is the contact angle between the liquid and the 

solid,  is the surface tension of the liquid, ρ is density of the liquid,  t is the time and η 

is the viscosity of liquid. The packing factor is determined using a liquid that wets 

perfectly the silica such as n-hexane and therefore its contact angle is   = 0°. It is then 

possible to perform the same experiment with any test liquid and calculate the contact 

angle for that system.  
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𝛾𝑤, 𝛾𝑜 and 𝛾𝑜𝑤 were determined with the KSV70 Tensiometer using the De Noüy ring 

method. (γw: 72.75 𝑚𝑁
𝑚,⁄  γo: 25.106 𝑚𝑁

𝑚,⁄  γow: 11.85 𝑚𝑁
𝑚.⁄ ) 

 
Solid State NMR spectroscopy 

Solid-state NMR spectroscopy is a powerful tool for the characterization of silica 

surfaces [29] and subsequent molecular grafting.[30] Mono- (M), di- (D), tri- (T), and 

quaternary- (Q) substituted silanes all have a particular chemical shift range in 29Si 

NMR, and thus it is possible to assign NMR peaks in a corresponding spectrum to 

these structural details. [5]. Solid State NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 400 

AVANCE III WB spectrometer 9.40 T (1H= 400MHz). 13C CP-MAS spectra were 

collected by using a 4 mm CP-MAS probe at a spinning of 10 kHz. The 29Si CP-MAS 

were recorded with Direct Pulse (DP), with a probe MAS/DVT 7mm at a spinning rate 

of 6000 Hz.  29Si cross polarization (CP) MAS NMR was used because it enables the 

enhancement the signals of silicon atoms in proximity of OH or CHx groups.   

 

2.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 2.2. reports the results from the DLS measurements for the bare silica and 

the modified silica and the contact angle between the silica (Ludox30, Ludox30 + MPS 

in methanol and Ludox 30 + MPS in water) and organic/water interphase (θow). 
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Table 2.2. DLS and contact angle results for the bare silica and the modified silica.   
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

It can be seen that the particle size of the bare silica is bigger than the size usually 

assigned to this type of Ludox (Chapter I). This could probably be due to the fact that 

LUDOX 30 had abroad particle size distribution and the large particles are 

overexpressed in the DLS measurements. Table 2.2 shows that the size of the 

modified silica is larger than that of the bare silica, and this could be attributed to the 

aggregation of silica particles during the grafting of the organosilane on their surface. 

The values of θow for the silica modified in methanol and in water are respectively 87° 

and 79°. These values ensure a strong adsorption on the monomer water interface 

[31,32]. 

The modification was checked by solid-state NMR. In Figure 2.5 the 29Si CP-MAS 

NMR spectra of Ludox 30 (red), MPS (green), SiO2MPS-Methanol (blue)  and 

SiO2MPS-Water (purple) are presented.  

Type of silica dp (nm) PDI θow (°) 

LUDOX 30 31 0.28 30 

LUDOX 30 + MPS 

(methanol) 
69 0.36 87 

LUDOX 30 + MPS  

(water) 
65 0.33 79 

dp: particle diameter 
PDI: Polydispersity index 
θow: contact angle at organic/water interphase 
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Figure 2.5. 29Si CP-MAS NMR of (from the bottom): (i) bare silica Ludox 30 (red); (ii) 3-
(Trimethoxysilyl)propylmethacrylate, MPS (green); (iii) SiO2MPS-Methanol (blue); and (iv) 
SiO2MPS-Water (purple). 

 

 

In the spectrum of Ludox 30, the signals at −115 ppm and −105 ppm can be 

assigned to Q4 [(SiO)4Si] and Q3 [Si(OSi)3OH] that are attributed to Si-O-Si bond in the 

bulk of particles and isolated silanol groups present at the surface of silica 

nanoparticles, respectively [7,33,34].  After the modifications, two new peaks at −67 

ppm, −77 ppm appeared, which were ascribed to T2 [Si(OSi)2(OH)R'] and T3 

[Si(OSi)3R'] (T represents the trifunctional) respectively. Taking into account that no Q2 

[Si(OSi)2OH2] was observed in the bare silica, the presence of T2 [Si(OSi)2(OH)R']  

suggests that this species is formed on silica formed by condensation of MPS. For the 

SiO2MPS-Methanol (blue plot), the ratio Q3 / Q4  was lower than for the bare silica, 

which was attributed to the attachment of MPS on Q3 atoms.  On the other hand, the 

spectrum of SiO2MPS-Water (purple plot) shows that the amount of MPS attached to 

the silica (ratio of the signal at -67 and -77 ppm with respect those at -105 and -115 
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ppm) was less than for SiO2MPS-Methanol, in aggrement with the three-phase contact 

angles presented in Table 2.2. 

 

 

2.4. CONCLUSIONS 

The surface modification of the silica was carried out at 80 ºC in a semicontinuos 

reaction slowly an organosilane (3-(trimethoxysilyl) propylmethacrylate, MPS) to the 

reactor containing the silica particles. Both methanol and water were used as reactive 

medium. In the latter case, NH3 was used as catalyst in order to promote the reaction 

of the organosilane on the silica surface. 29Si CP-MAS NMR showed that the silica 

modified in methanol underwent a higher surface modification. This led to a higher 

three-phase contact angle. Nevertheless, high contact angles were obtained in both 

cases (79° and 87° for the water and methanol modified silica, respectively). These 

values ensure a strong adsorption on the monomer water interface. 
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3.1.    INTRODUCTION 
 

The literature search presented in Chapter I suggests that waterborne acrylic/silica 

hybrid dispersions may provide a solution to the problems encountered with the 

currents used technologies for the development of coatings for building stone and 

historical monuments protection. It was also discussed that the most promising particle 

morphology is a core-shell one, with the polyacrylate in the core and silica 

nanoparticles forming the shell. Literature also shows that miniemulsion polymerization 

is the most convenient way to synthesize this morphology [1–6]. The incorporation of 

the silica to the shell of the particle is expected to be facilitated by modifying the 

surface of the silica to render it more hydrophobic, so that the silica would adsorb at 

the monomer/water interface. On the other hand, care should be taken not to make the 

surface of the silica too hydrophobic because in this case, the silica will be inside of the 

miniemulsion droplets. 

In addition, it was speculated that modifying the surface of the silica with 

hydrophobic compound wearing double bonds, a stronger attachment to the silica 

particles to the polymer will be achieved. Therefore, in Chapter II, the surface of the 

silica nanoparticles was modified with 3-(Trimethoxysilyl) propyl methacrylate (MPS). 

This chapter describes the synthesis of waterborne polyacrylate-silica hybrid 

dispersions by miniemulsion polymerization, using the silica particles modified in 

Chapter II.  As admittedly, there was a certain degree of speculation in the reasoning 

leading to this process and silica modification involves an additional (likely expensive) 

step, polyacrylate/silica hybrids synthesized with unmodified silica were also produced. 

In addition, to test the advantages of incorporating the silica, a SiO2-free waterborne 

polyacrylate dispersion was also synthesized. 
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3.2.    EXPERIMENTAL 
 
 
 

3.2.1.  MATERIALS 

Methyl methacrylate (MMA, Quimidroga) and n-Butyl acrylate (BA, Quimidroga), 

Acrylic acid (AA, Sigma-Aldrich) and Acrylamide (AM, Sigma-Aldrich) were used as 

received. Potassium persulfate (KPS, Aldrich) initiator was used as supplied. Dodecyl 

diphenyloxide disulfonate (Dowfax 2A1 45%, Dow Chemical) and Stearylacrylate (SA, 

Sigma-Aldrich) were used as an anionic emulsifier and as a co-stabilizer, respectively.  

Ludox 30-MPS modified as explained in Chapter II (named as SiO2MPS-Methanol 

and SiO2MPS-Water) were used. In addition, unmodified Ludox 30 SM (30% Sigma-

Aldrich) was also used. 

Deionized water was used for the miniemulsions and Hydroquinone (Aldrich) was 

used to quench the reaction samples withdrawn at representative reaction times to 

monitor the progress of the process. 

 

 

3.2.2.  SYNTHESIS OF THE WATERBORNE DISPERSIONS 

Three types of the waterborne dispersions were synthesized: 

1- Acrylic – modified silica dispersions; 

2- Acrylic - unmodified silica dispersions; 

3- Acrylic dispersion. 
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Table 3.1. Formulation used in the miniemulsion polymerization of acrylates with SiO2MPS-
Methanol and SiO2MPS-Water.  

3.2.2.1. ACRYLIC-MODIFIED SILICA DISPERSIONS 
 

The miniemulsions were prepared using the formulation in Table 3.1. 

 

 

 

The aqueous phase was prepared, by charging the emulsifier (Dowfax 2A1) and the 

nanosilica SiO2MPS-M and SiO2MPS-W (2-5-10 wt% based on the monomers) into a 

beaker containing water, then stirring for 15 minutes at ambient temperature and in air. 

Then, the oil phase composed by the monomers (MMA/BA/AA/AM 47/47/1/1) and the 

costabilizer (SA, 4wt% based on monomers), was carefully added to the aqueous 

phase and the mixture was kept under stirring for 15 minutes at ambient temperature 

and in air. The resulting dispersion was subsequently sonified (Branson 450w sonifier) 

for 10 minutes at 70% of amplitude. During sonication, the flask was immersed in an 

ice-water bath to avoid overheating. Then, the sonified dispersion was transferred in a 

500 ml jacketed reactor where the batch miniemulsion polymerizations were carried 

out. The reactor was equipped with a reflux condenser, a Rushton type stainless 

stirrer, sampling device and nitrogen inlet. The temperature was controlled by means 

of thermostatic bath and a heat exchanger.  

COMPOUND CONCENTRATION 

MMA 47 wt % 

BA 47 wt % 

AA 1 wt % 

AM 1 wt % 

SA 4 % wbm* 

SiO2MPS-Methanol; SiO2MPS- Water 2 – 5 – 10 % wbm* 

DOWFAX 2A1 1 % wbm* 

KPS 1 % wbm* 

WATER Variable 

*wbm: weight based on the monomers 
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Table 3.2 Summary of the synthesized acrylic/modified silica hybrids.  

When the temperature reached 70°C, 1 wbm % of initiator (KPS) was added as a 

shot to start the polymerization. The reaction was carried out for 3 hours at 200 rpm 

under nitrogen atmosphere. 

Samples for Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) measurements and gravimetric 

analysis were withdrawn at regular intervals. The polymerization was quenched with an 

aqueous solution of 0.1 wt % of Hydroquinone. 

 Table 3.2. summarizes the experiments and the different formulations for each 

latex, which are identified by a code where: the first 2 letters are for the silica used, for 

instance “LM” stands for LUDOX modified; the third letter is refers to the solvent type 

used in the modification of the silica (M is for methanol and W is for water); the first 

number represents the percentage of the silica added (2, 5 or 10%) and the last 

number is assigned to the percentage of the surfactant. Attempts to avoid the use of 

surfactant by carrying out Pickering stabilized miniemulsion polymerization led to large 

particles which did not form films adequate for the sought application. Therefore 1% of 

surfactant was used in these reactions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NAME LUDOX 30-MPS (wbm%) 

LMM2_1 2 

LMM5_1 5 

LMM10_1 10 

LMW2_1 2 

LMW5_1 5 

LMW10_1 10 

The content of monomers, initiator and surfactant was constant 
for all cases; the only variable that changed was the amount of 

silica. 
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Table 3.3. Formulation used in the miniemulsion polymerization of acrylates and LUDOX 30.  

3.2.2.2.  ACRYLIC – UNMODIFIED SILICA DISPERSIONS 
 

Although the reports available in literature clearly show that the use of modified 

silica is advantageous, the modification of the surface of the silica adds a complex step 

to the whole process increasing the cost of the coating. Therefore, it was decided to 

explore the possibility of using unmodified Ludox 30 SM. 

The miniemulsions were prepared using the formulation in Table 3.3. The 

polymerizations were carried out following the same procedure as for the modified 

silica, detailed in Section 3.2.2.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.4 summarizes the dispersions produced. The first letter defines the type of 

the silica used (“L” stands for LUDOX 30), the first number refers to the percentage of 

the silica added (2, 5 or 10%) and the last number is assigned to the percentage of the 

surfactant used (1 or 2%). 

 

 

  

COMPOUND CONCENTRATION 

MMA 47 wt % 

BA 47 wt % 

AA 1 wt % 

AM 1 wt % 

SA 4 % wbm* 

LUDOX 30 2 – 5 – 10 % wbm* 

DOWFAX 2A1 1 – 2 % wbm* 

KPS 1 % wbm* 

WATER Variable 

* wbm: weight based monomer 
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Table 3.4. The latexes synthesized by miniemulsion polymerization with acrylates and LUDOX 30.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.2.3.  PURE ACRYLIC DISPERSIONS 
 

 In order to check the effect of the silica, one pure acrylic dispersion was 

synthesized using the formulation in Table 3.5. The miniemulsion polymerization was 

carried out using the procedure explained in Section 3.2.2.1 for the acrylic – modified 

silica system, but in this case the aqueous phase contained only surfactant (1 wt% of 

Dowfax 2A1). 

 

Table 3.5 Formulation used to prepare the pure acrylic dispersion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NAME 
LUDOX 30 
(wbm%) 

DOWFAX 
(wbm%) 

L2_1 2 1 

L5_1 5 1 

L10_1 10 1 

L2_2 2 2 

L5_2 5 2 

L10_2 10 2 

*  MMA/BA/AA/AM/(SA) 47/47/1/1/(4wbm%); KPS= 2 wbm% 

FORMULATION 

NAME 
SILICA 
(wbm%) 

DOWFAX 2A1 
(wbm%) 

OIL PHASE 
MMA/BA/AA/AM/(SA) 

KPS 
(wbm%) 

SiO2-free -- 1 47/47/1/1/(4wbm%) 2 

wbm: weight based monomers 
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3.3. CHARACTERIZATION 

 

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 

Polymer particle was measured by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) using a 

Zetasizer Nano Series (Malvern Instrument). 1 ml of latex was diluted 1000 times 

with deionized water to prevent multiple scattering. The reported particle size 

(droplet size) values were the average of three repeated measurements. Also, the 

polydispersity index (PDI) was measured, which describes the broadness of the 

distribution (for a perfectly monodispersed sample, the PDI is 0.0). 

 

Monomers Conversion (X) 

Monomer conversion was determined gravimetrically. Approximately 1 mL latex 

samples were withdrawn from the reactor and transferred to aluminum cups 

already containing 1–2 drops of an aqueous solution of hydroquinone (1 wt% in 

water). The samples were dried overnight in an oven at 60 °C. 

 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

The morphology of the latex particles was analyzed by TEM, TECNAI G2 20 

TWIN(FEI), operating at an accelerating voltage of 200 keV in a bright- field image 

mode. The samples were diluted and stained with 0.5–1 wt% phosphotungstenic 

acid (PTA) and then they were dried using a UV lamp.  

The morphology of the films was analyzed by TEM, TECNAI G2 20 TWIN(FEI), 

operating at an accelerating voltage of 200 keV in a brightfield image mode. The 

films cast at room temperature were trimmed at 40°C using an ultramicrotome 

device (Leica EMFC6) equipped with a diamond knife. The ultrathin sections (100 

nm) were placed on 300 mesh copper grids and were observed without further 

staining. 
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Field Emission Scanning Electron Morphology (FESEM) 

FESEM was used to investigate the morphology of the indenter marks. The 

micrographs of the samples were chromed and analyzed through a Zeiss Auriga. 

 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to study the morphology of the samples. 

A commercial AFM setup (Solver, NT-MDT) equipped with standard Silicon tips 

(NSC16, Mikromasch) was used to collect images of the sample surfaces in 

tapping mode in air and at room conditions. The root mean square roughness Rq 

was calculated on 19 µm x 19 µm areas according to the definition 

 

𝑅𝑞 = √
1

𝑁
∑ |𝑧𝑛 − 𝑧𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛|𝑛                                                          (1)                                    

 

where N is the number of pixels of the images, zn is the actual value of height of 

the surface and zmean is the mean surface height.  

 

Minimum Film Forming Temperature (MFFT) 

Minimum film forming temperature (MFFT) measurements were carried out in a 

bench top instrument, characterized by an adjustable temperature gradient along a 

steel plate. 120 μm films were applied onto the plate and the visual inspection was 

performed after 1.5 h. MFFT was taken as the temperature at which the film was 

optically clear and mechanical integrity was gained.  

 

Contact Angle (CA) 

Static water contact angles on the films were measured according to the standard 

sessile drop method by using Data Physics OCA 20 model goniometer. The films 
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of 120 µm thickness were cast from the dispersions on glass substrates and dried 

for 24 h at 23 °C and 55% relative humidity. 5 µL deionized water was placed on 

the films and the values reported were the average of a minimum of 10 

measurements taken from different locations on the surface. 

 

Water Uptake (WU) 

For the water uptake test, rectangular samples of dimensions 1 cm x 4 cm and 

0.16 cm thickness were prepared in Teflon molds and dried at 23 °C and 55% 

relative humidity until constant weight. The samples were immersed in distilled 

water, were taken out periodically and weighed, after wiping off the water on the 

surface of the samples with a cloth.  

 

Mechanical Properties 

For the determination of the mechanical properties, the films were cast in Teflon 

molds and dried at 23 °C and 55% relative humidity for one week, followed by 

vacuum drying at room temperature for 1 day. Dog bone shaped specimens were 

punched out of 1 mm thick films, with a gauge length equal to 2.5 cm. The stress-

strain tests were performed in a TA. HD Plus Texture Analyzer, at 23 °C and 55% 

relative humidity, by applying a cross-head speed of 25 mm/min. For each polymer 

at least five specimens were tested. 

 

Scrub Resistance (SR) 

The scrub resistance of the coating was measured by means of a professional Wet 

Scrub Resistance Tester in accordance with the Standard Test Method for Scrub 

Resistance of Wall Paints (ASTM D 2486-00) developed to evaluate the scrub 

resistance of interior wall paints. Although scrub resistance tests are intended 

primarily for interior coatings, they are sometimes used with exterior coatings as an 
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additional measure of film performance. To perform this test, the test paint and a 

reference paint are applied simultaneously perpendicular to the length of a specific 

black plastic panel. After curing, the coated panel is placed over the tester and 

then scrubbed with a bristle brush and an abrasive scrub medium (10g uniformly 

over the brush bristles) until each paint film is removed in one continuous thin line. 

The results are reported as a percentage value of the scrub resistance (SR) as 

follows, where the reference paint is the pure acrylic dispersion synthesized in 

Section 3.2.2.3: 

 

𝑆𝑅 =
Cycles for test paint

 Cycles for reference paint
 𝑥 100 

 

If SR > 100%, test paint has better scrub resistance than reference paint, while if 

SR < 100%, test paint has poorer scrub resistance than reference paint. 

 

Micro Indentation 

The indentation experiments were carried out with a Nano Test Instrument (Micro 

Materials Ltd) at room temperature (25°C) using a Berkovich-type diamond 

indenter. The coatings were deposited on PMMA substrates and exhibited optical 

transparency with a good adhesion. 15 indentations at each load level were 

performed in one run. The selected load levels were: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 

500 and 1000 mN. 25 seconds load and unload functions were used with a hold 

period at peak load equal to 15 seconds. The calibration procedure suggested by 

Oliver and Pharr [7] was used to correct for the load frame compliance of the 

apparatus and the imperfect shape of the indenter tip. 
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3.4.    RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 Table 3.6 presents the particle sizes and monomer conversions obtained in the 

miniemulsion polymerization of the acrylic monomers in the presence of the surface 

modified silica. It is show that high monomer conversions were achieved, and the 

conversions were higher for the silica modified in water. This is not clearly related to 

the particle size. On the other hand, the small value of the PDI indicates that the 

distributions were quite monodispersed. 

 

Table 3.6 Characteristics of the dispersion synthesized with modified silica 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The monodispersity of the particles is confirmed by the TEM images of the 

dispersions presented in Figures 3.1 (for the LMM series) and 3.2 (for the LMW 

series). However, in most cases the particle size measured by TEM was smaller than 

that obtained by DLS. The reason is the impact that the large particles have on the 

DLS measurements [8]. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 also show that most of the silica is located 

at the surface of the particles, although some amount around the particles is also 

observed. 

NAME 
SILICA 
[wbm%] 

DISPERSION 

X 

[%] 
d 

(nm) 
PDI 
-- 

LMM2_1 2 90.1 164.9 0.032 

LMM5_1 5 82.7 239.6 0.013 

LMM10_1 10 87.6 173 0.029 

LMW2_1 2 92.2 205.1 0.014 

LMW5_1 5 99.6 196 0.042 

LMW10_1 10 99.2 210.1 0.039 
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In order to check the effect of the silica modification on the distribution of silica in 

the hybrid, Figures 3.1 and 3.2 were compared with the TEM images of the dispersions 

produced with unmodified silica and different concentrations of surfactant (Figures 3.3 

for 1 % of Dowfax 2A1 and 3.4 for 2% of Dowfax 2A1). It can be seen, that the 

unmodified silica mainly formed aggregates outside the polymer particles and this 

effect seems to be more acute at higher surfactant concentrations. This clearly shows 

that surface modification is needed to incorporate the silica onto the polymer particles. 
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Figure 3.1.  TEM micrographs of the dispersions synthesized with the silica 
modified in methanol (LMM series) at different magnifications. (a) LMM2_1, 
500nm; (b) LMM2_1, 100nm; (c) LMM5_1, 500nm; (d) LMM5_1, 100 nm; (e) 
LMM10_1, 500nm and (f) LMM10_1, 200nm. 
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Figure 3.2.  TEM micrographs of the dispersions synthesized with silica modified in 
water (LMW series) at different magnifications. (a) LMW2_1, 500nm; (b) LMW2_1, 
100nm; (c) LMW5_1, 500nm; (d) LMW5_1, 100 nm; (e) LMW10_1, 200nm and (f) 
LMW10_1, 100nm. 
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Figure 3.3.  TEM micrographs of the dispersions synthesized with LUDOX30 and 
1% of surfactant at different magnifications. (a) L2_1, 200nm; (b) L2_1, 100nm; (c) 
L5_1, 500nm; (d) L5_1, 200 nm; (e) L10_1, 200nm and (f) L10_1, 100nm. 
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Figure 3.4.  TEM micrographs of the dispersions synthesized with LUDOX30 and 2% 
of surfactant at different magnifications. (a) L2_2, 500nm; (b) L2_2, 200nm; (c) L5_2, 
500nm; (d) L5_2, 100 nm; (d) L10_2, 200nm and (f) L10_2, 200nm. 
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Table 3.7.  Characteristics of the dispersions synthesized with unmodified silica and different 
concentrations of surfactant.  

Table 3.7 presents the monomer conversions and the particle sizes with the 

unmodified silica. It can be seen, that high conversions were obtained and that the 

particle size decreased with surfactant concentration. Actually, comparison of the 

particle sizes obtained with 1 wt% of Dowfax 2A1 using both modified (Table 3.6) and 

unmodified silica (Table 3.7) shows that particle size was mainly controlled by the 

surfactant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 3.1 to 3.4 show that the modified silica was mainly located on the surface of 

the particles whereas the unmodified one was mainly in the aqueous phase. This being 

significant, the real important point is how the silica is dispersed in the film. 

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 present the TEM images of the cross sections of the films cast 

from the hybrid dispersions prepared with surface modified silica (series LMM and 

LMW respectively) and Figures 3.7 and 3.8 those of the films cast from hybrids 

synthesized with unmodified silica and different concentrations of surfactant (1 and 2 

wt% of Dowfax 2A1, respectively). 

 

 SILICA 

[wbm%] 

DOWFAX 

[wbm%] 

X 

[%] 

d 

(nm) 

PDI 

-- 

LUDOX 

30 

L2_1 2 1 100 199.7 0.017 

L5_1 5 1 91.2 212.4 0.123 

L10_1 10 1 97.0 250 0.101 

L2_2 2 2 96.3 156.1 0.145 

L5_2 5 2 81.5 115.4 0.029 

L10_2 10 2 98.9 122.8 0.044 
(a) MMA/BA/AA/AM/(SA): 47/47/1/1/ (4 wbm%) and KPS:2 wbm% 
(b)The values of the conversion (X) and of the particle size (d) and polydispersity 
index (PDI) are referred to the time of 180 min, i.e. the end of the polymerization 
process. 
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Figure 3.5.  TEM micrographs of the cross sections of the films synthesized with silica 
modified in methanol (LMM series) at different magnifications. (a) LMM2_1, 500nm; (b) 
LMM2_1, 200nm; (c) LMM5_1, 500nm; (d) LMM5_1, 200 nm; (e) LMM10_1, 500nm and 
(f) LMM10_1, 200nm. 
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Figure 3.6 TEM micrographs of the cross sections of the films synthesized with silica 
modified in water (LMW series) at different magnifications. (a) LMW2_1, 500nm; (b) 
LMW2_1, 200nm; (c) LMW5_1, 500nm; (d) LMW5_1, 200 nm; (e) LMW10_1, 500nm and 
(f) LMW10_1, 200nm. 
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Figure 3.7. TEM micrographs of the cross sections of the films synthesized with 
LUDOX30 and 1% of surfactant at different magnifications. (a) L2_1, 1 µm; (b) L2_1, 
500nm; (c) L5_1, 1µm; (d) L5_1, 500 nm; (e) L10_1, 500nm and (f) L10_1, 200nm. 
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Figure 3.8.  TEM micrographs of the cross sections of the films synthesized with 
LUDOX30 and 2% of surfactant at different magnifications. (a) L2_2, 500nm; (b) L2_2, 
200nm; (c) L5_2, 500nm; (d) L5_2, 200 nm; (e) L10_2, 500nm and (f) L10_2, 200nm. 
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It can be seen, that in the films cast from the dispersions prepared with modified 

silica, the silica formed a honeycomb structure with only a few aggregates of silica. 

This is the expected result for a dispersion in which the silica is attached to the surface 

of polymer particles [9,10]. No clear difference between series LMM and LMW was 

observed. On the other hand, the films cast from dispersions produced with unmodified 

silica present large clusters of silica, that resulted from the aggregation, during the film 

formation, of the silica particles dispersed in the aqueous phase. This effect seems to 

be stronger as the concentration of surfactant increased. 

The minimum film forming temperature (MFFT) was not affected either by the type 

or the amount of silica, as for all the samples was about 10-11 °C, which is the same 

value obtained for the SiO2-free dispersion. 

The water contact angle of the films is an important parameter because the higher 

the contact angle the more resistant the coating to water penetration. Table 3.8 

presents the contact angles of all films. It can be seen, that the neat polymer film was 

quite hydrophilic (𝜃 = 55°). As explained in Chapter I, this choice was made to highlight 

the effect of silica. Addition of silica resulted in an increase of the contact angle and in 

most cases the contact angle increased with the silica content. The reason was that 

silica was more hydrophobic than the polymer. The contact angle decreased with 

surfactant concentration because the amount of hydrophilic species increased. 

Comparison of the modified silicas show that the LMM series have higher contact 

angles than the LMW series. This was likely due to the higher incorporation of the MPS 

on the silica particles in the LMM series (Figure 2.4, Chapter II). However, the 

decreased of the contact angle with the concentration of the silica in series LMM was 

unexpected. A possible explanation for this effect is that the surface of the film was 

modified by the presence of the silica modified in methanol. Atomic Force Microscopy 

(AFM) was used to characterize the surface of the films. 
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Table 3.8.  Water contact angle of the films. 

 

 

 

 

Figures 3.9 and 3.10 presents the 3D AFM micrographs of the coatings prepared 

with modified and unmodified silica, respectively. In both figures, the AFM micrograph 

of the silica-free coating was included for comparison. From these figures, roughness 

was calculated using equation (1), Figures 3.11 and 3.12. 

These figures shed some light on the discussion, but do not completely clarify it, 

because the low contact angle for LMM10_1 can be attributed to the low roughness of 

this film, but then the contact angle for LMM5_1 should be higher than for LMM2_1, 

which is not the case. 

From a practical point of view, Table 3.8 shows that hydrophobic films can be 

obtained with the hybrid dispersions synthesized with silica modified in methanol. On 

SAMPLES 

RECIPE 

CONTACT ANGLE 
(CA) (°) (± std) SILICA 

[wbm%] 
DOWFAX 
[wbm%] 

LUDOX 30-MPS 

LMM2_1 2 1 94.6° ± 0.41 

LMM5_1 5 1 91.6° ± 0.07 

LMM10_1 10 1 85.6° ± 0.18 

LMW2_1 2 1 75.0° ± 0.44 

LMW5_1 5 1 77.3° ± 0.27 

LMW10_1 10 1 79.8° ± 0.30 

UNMODIFIED 
 SILICA 

L2_1 2 1 90.4 ± 0.18 

L5_1 5 1 89.9 ± 0.58 

L10_1 10 1 85.7 ± 0.25 

L2_2 2 2 80.2 ± 0.37 

L5_2 5 2 81.8 ± 0.07 

L10_2 10 2 77.4 ± 0.42       

SiO2-free - 1 55.0 ± 0.20 
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Figure 3.9.  3D atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrographs of hybrid coatings: (a) SIO2-

free, (b) LMM2_1, (c) LMM5_1, (d) LMM10_1, (e) LMW2_1, (f) LMW5_1 and (g) LMW10_1. 
 

 

the other hand, Figure 3.11 and 3.12 show that the modified silica led to lower 

roughness than the unmodified ones, which should translate in a higher gloss. 
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Figure 3.10.  3D atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrographs of hybrid coatings: (a) SiO2-free, (b) 

L2_1, (c) L2_2, (d) L5_1, (e) (L5_2), (f) L10_1 and (g) L10_2. 
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Figure 3.11. Roughness of the LMM and LMW films. SiO2-free film is included for comparison. 

Figure 3.12. Roughness values for the latexes synthesized with unmodified silica. SiO2-free film is 
included for comparison. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Water uptake (absorption of water by films fully immersed in water) is another 

important characteristic of the coatings. Figures 3.13 and 3.14 present the water 

uptake for films prepared with hybrid dispersions containing modified and unmodified 

silica. The SiO2-free film was included as reference. In the water uptake both the initial 

rate of water absorption and the long term absorption are important. The initial rate 

determines the amount of water absorbed in a short period of time and gives an idea of 
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Figure 3.13. Water uptake of the coatings cast hybrids containing modified silica. 
 

the behavior of the film after a few hours of rain. This is related with the contact angle 

and the existence of percolating paths for water penetration in the film. 

The long term water uptake is related with the total capacity of the film for water 

uptake and mainly depends on the amount of hydrophilic substances as well as on the 

mechanical constraints for volume increase. 

Figure 3.13 shows that the initial rate correlated well with the contact angle, the 

higher the contact angle the lower the initial rate of water uptake. The long term water 

uptake of all hybrids was higher that of SiO2-free film, but no substantial differences 

between the hybrid coatings were observed.  

The initial rate of water uptake for the films prepared with unmodified silica (Figure 

3.14) also decrease as the contact angle increased. Both the initial rate and the long 

term absorption increased with the surfactant and silica content. It is interesting to point 

out that for similar contact angles (L2_1 vs LMM5_1 and LMW10_1) the films 

containing unmodified silica presented lower water uptake at any time. The reason 

may be that in the case of unmodified silica, the silica formed isolated clusters that 

were not easily accessible to water, whereas in the case of the modified silica, the 

honeycomb structure of the silica favored water penetration. 
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Figure 3.14. Water uptake of the coatings cast hybrids containing unmodified silica. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The stress-strain curves of the coatings cast from hybrid latexes containing 

modified and unmodified silica are presented in Figure 3.15 and 3.16, respectively. The 

results obtained with the SiO2-free coating are included for comparison. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.15. Stress-strain curves for the coatings cast from hybrid latexes containing modified 
silica. 
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Figure 3.16. Stress-strain curves for the coatings cast from hybrid latexes containing unmodified 
silica. 

 

Figures 3.15 and 3.16 clearly demonstrate the hybrid coatings had better 

mechanical properties than the SiO2-free coating. Figure 3.15 shows that the type of 

modification strongly influenced the mechanical properties. The Young’s modulus 

(Table 3.9) in series LMM was greater than in series LMW, but the elongation at break 

and the tensile strength were lower. In both series, the Young’s modulus (Table 3.9) 

increased with the silica content, but in terms of tensile strength an optimum was 

obtained with 5% of modified silica.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.17. Tensile strength values for the coatings containing modified silica. 
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Table 3.9. Young’s modulus for the coatings containing modified silica. 
 

Figure 3.18. Tensile strength values for the coatings containing unmodified silica. 
 

Table 3.10. Young’s modulus for the coatings containing unmodified silica. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SAMPLES Young’s modulus (MPa) 

LMM2_1 122.13 ± 4.25 

LMM5_1 160.67 ± 3.22 

LMM10_1 167.15 ± 3.10 

LMW2_1 38.10 ± 1.86 

LMW5_1 103.10 ± 3.00 

LMW10_1 138.17 ± 4.79 

SiO2-free 8.99 ± 0.45 

SAMPLES Young’s modulus (MPa) (± STD) 

L2_1 121.79 ± 2.19 

L5_1 232.57 ± 6.05 

L10_1 259.38 ± 5.43 

L2_2 130.81 ± 3.09 

L5_2 95.25 ± 1.15 

L10_2 107.33 ± 1.60 

SiO2-free 8.99 ± 0.45 
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Figure 3.16 shows that the mechanical properties of the coatings prepared with 

unmodified silica were strongly affected by the concentration of the surfactant, showing 

that the lower concentration the better. This behavior is likely due to the non-uniform 

dispersion of silica nanoparticles observed in TEM micrographs (Figure 3.8). Indeed, 

typical requirements for mechanical reinforcement include: large aspect ratio (rule of 

mixtures, Halpin-Tsai [11]) and good dispersion (for efficient load transfer to the 

nanofillers and for a more uniform stress distribution and minimization of the presence 

of stress concentration centers). These requirements are not satisfied by the coatings 

with 2wt% of Dowfax 2A1. An indirect evidence of particles agglomeration can be 

easily inferred from the Young’s modulus that did not show a clear dependence with 

the silica content. 

On the other hand, comparison with Figure 3.15 shows that for the same surfactant 

concentration, the mechanical properties of the unmodified coating were superior 

(higher Young’s modulus (Table 3.10) and tensile strength (Figure 3.18)) to those of 

the coatings prepared with the modified silica.  

Interestingly, also in all cases, the coatings prepared with 5 % of silica presented 

the best properties. 

As it has been frequently observed in literature [12–14], incorporation of nanofillers 

in polymer matrices reinforces the material because it restricts the mobility of the 

polymer chains due to potential alterations to both local and global conformation of 

polymers along with confinement and polymer-surface interactions. [15] However, the 

presence of nanofillers could play also a counteracting effect by limiting the particle 

coalescence and polymer interpenetration, thus resulting in lower mechanical 

properties of the nanocomposite coatings. [7] 

In all cases, the addition of silica caused a reduction of the elongation at break, but 

interestingly in each family, the effect of the silica concentration was modest. This is in 

agreement with previously reported results [16]. 
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It is well known that the composition and properties of materials near the surface of 

a coating may be quite different from the ones of the bulk. These surface properties 

can significantly affect the coating performance (e.g. dirt pick up and scratch 

resistance). 

 Therefore, it was deemed necessary to investigate the surface mechanical 

properties of the coatings by depth sensing indentation. This method monitors the 

penetration of an indenter into the material surface during the application and release 

of a load. A typical test includes a loading-hold-unloading cycle. Elastic contact 

considerations are usually adopted to analyze load-depth curves and hardness (H), 

and quasi-static elastic modulus (E) values are derived assuming linear elastic 

behavior at the onset of unloading. The method allows obtaining mechanical properties 

from a small local deformation, which is extremely important for systems that are only 

available in small amounts, or those with limited dimensionality such as the case of thin 

films and coatings. Moreover, depth sensing indentation allows spatially resolving the 

mechanical properties and this can be of great importance for heterogeneous materials 

such as polymer nanocomposites.   

In the test the indenter is pushed into the materials as illustrated in Figure 3.19 

taken from [17]: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.19. Indentation test, a). under load, b) load removed. [Broitman E. Tribol Lett 
2017;65:23. doi:10.1007/s11249-016-0805-5.] 
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The evolution of the load is illustrated in Figure 3.20. The hardness of the material 

is defined as 

𝐻 =
𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐴𝑝𝑚𝑙

 

 

where L is the maximum load (N) and Apml the projected area of contact at maximum 

load (Figure 3.19). Apml is difficult to measure accurately and Oliver and Pharr 

developed a method for its estimation finding that for a perfect Berkovich indenter it 

can be calculated as [7] 

 

𝐴𝑝𝑚𝑙 = 25.5 ℎ𝑐
2 

 

where ℎ𝑐
2 is given by [17] 

 

ℎ𝑐
2 = ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜀

𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑆
 

 

where 𝜀 is a constant that for a Berkovich indenter is 0.75. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.20. Load vs indenter displacement. [Broitman E. Tribol Lett  2017;65:23. 

doi:10.1007/s11249-016-0805-5.] 
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The nanoindentation experiments can also provide the value of the elastic modulus 

of the material 

𝑆 =  
2

𝐵 √𝜋
 𝐸𝑟 (𝐴𝑝𝑚𝑙)0.5 

 

Where B is a geometrical factor that for a Berkovich indenter is 1.034 and Er the 

reduced elastic modulus given by: 

 

1

𝐸𝑟

=
1 − 𝑣2

𝐸
−

1 − 𝑣𝑖
2

𝐸𝑖

 

 

where E and v respectively are the elastic modulus and the Poisson’s ratio of the 

coating (it was assumed ν = 0.33 [18]) and Ei and vi those of the indenter. For a 

diamond indenter Ei= 1140 GPa and vi=0.07. 

The application of the Oliver and Pharr’s method to polymer materials encounters 

certain difficulties as the displacements recovered during first unloading may not be 

entirely elastic, and because of this, the use of the first unloading curves in the analysis 

of elastic properties can sometimes lead to inaccuracies. However, it is frequently 

considered that the Oliver and Pharr’s method can be applied if there is no increase in 

displacement upon load release in the form of a nose. [19] This nose can be avoided 

by introducing a hold period at peak load in combination with a rapid unloading rate, a 

procedure that was followed in the present study. In the particular case of thin films, it 

should be considered the possible influence of the substrate on depth sensing 

indentation results. This means that the parameters obtained are usually a combination 

of the properties of the coating and the substrate, i.e. the coating properties will 

dominate for shallow indentation depths, and the substrate will dominate for deeper 

indentations. In this framework, E and H represent apparent values, which combine 

mechanical properties of both the coating and the substrate if a broad range of loads is 
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used. The measurements can be represented as a couple of Eapp and Happ curves, as 

schematically shown in Figure 3.21, where gradual changes of the apparent elastic 

modulus Eapp and the apparent hardness Happ correspond to the elastic modulus Ef and 

the hardness Hf of the coating for very shallow displacements, and to the elastic 

modulus Es and the hardness Hs of the substrate for very deep displacements. Typical 

behaviors of Eapp and Happ for two common situations (Ef>Es and Hf>Hs) and (Ef<Es and 

Hf<Hs) are shown in Figure 3.21 [20]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.21.  A schematic representation of the apparent elastic modulus Eapp and hardness Happ 
versus relative indenter displacement [4]. 

 

In this work, only apparent hardness measurements have been considered in order 

to discriminate among the different coatings and the role played by the nanosilica 

particles, while no attempt has been directed toward the assessment of the Young’s 

modulus of the coatings via depth sensing indentation. In fact, compared to the elastic 

moduli, hardness data of a thin film are less affected by the substrate. This is because 

the elastic field under the indenter is a long-range field that extends well beyond the 

plastic one. [21] 

Figure 3.22 and 3.23 present the hardness of the coatings with modified and 

unmodified silica, respectively. It can be seen that the coatings containing modified 

silica presented a substantially higher hardness than those containing unmodified 
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silica. This is likely due to the presence of the silica in the shell of the particles that 

ensured the presence of silica at the surface of the film and the formation of a 

honeycomb structure of silica that hardened the film. The aggregation of the 

unmodified silica particles in the film led to a film where the polymer was the main 

contributor to hardness, and therefore the hardness of some composite films was even 

lower than that of the SiO2-free coating. For the modified silica, the hardness was 

always higher than for the SiO2-free coating and increased with the silica content. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      Figure 3.22 Hardness of the coatings with modified silica 
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                      Figure 3.23. Hardness of the coatings with unmodified silica 

 

In view of the application of the nanocomposites as interior- exterior finishes, it is 

essential to evaluate the capability of these films not to be easily scratched and 

damaged. To this end, washability was evaluated by determining the resistance of the 

film to wet erosion by visual assessment. This parameter is also referred to as 

"resistance to scrubbing" or "resistance to wet abrasion” and is determined with the 

number of back-and-forth strokes (cycles) required to remove the film. The results are 

presented in Figure 3.28 and 3.29 for coatings containing modified and unmodified 

silica, respectively. It can be seen, that in all cases the films containing silica showed a 
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Figure 3.28.  Scrub tests for the latexes synthesized with Ludox 30-MPS and Acrylates. 

 

Figure 3.29.  Scrub tests for the latexes synthesized with unmodified silica and Acrylates. 

 

better scrub resistance than the pure acrylic film. On the other hand, for the same silica 

content, scrub resistance was higher for the films with unmodified silica (those that 

presented the lower harness). This clearly shows the challenge encountered in the 

development of high performance coatings, where a well balanced coating is difficult to 

obtain. 
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3.5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, composite acrylic-silica waterborne dispersions were synthesized by 

batch miniemulsion polymerization. Both the surface modified silica particles prepared 

in Chapter 2 and unmodified silica particles were used. The reason was that surface 

modification is a complex process that may result in too expensive coatings. A silica-

free dispersion was prepared as reference. Attempts to use modified silica as sole 

Pickering stabilizer led to too large particles for the sought application. Therefore 1wt% 

of Dowfax 2A1 was used as surfactant for the modified silica and 1 and 2 wt% were 

used for the unmodified one. Under these conditions, polymerizations proceeded 

smoothly and high monomer conversions and narrow particle size distributions were 

obtained in all cases. 

TEM images of the dispersions showed that the modified silica was mainly located 

at the surface of the polymer particles, whereas a large fraction of the unmodified silica 

particles remained in the aqueous phase. This fraction increased with the surfactant 

concentration. These results clearly demonstrate that surface modification is needed to 

incorporate the silica onto the polymer particles. 

Particle morphology had a strong effect on film morphology. The modified silica 

formed a honeycomb structure with only a few aggregates of silica, but the films cast 

from dispersions containing unmodified silica presented large clusters of silica. 

The composite films were more hydrophobic (higher contact angle) than the 

acrylate reference film and the highest contact angles (>90 ºC) were obtained for the 

silica modified in methanol. The initial rate of water uptake correlated well with the 

contact angle, but the long term water uptake was controlled by the film morphology 

(higher water uptake for the honeycomb structures obtained with the modified silica). 

The hybrid coatings presented better mechanical properties than the SiO2-free 

coating and the type of surface modification strongly influenced the mechanical 
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properties. The Young’s modulus was higher for the silica modified in methanol, but the 

elongation at break and the tensile strength were lower than those modified in water. 

Very good mechanical properties were obtained with unmodified silica. In all cases, the 

Young’s modulus increased with the silica content and an optimum value was obtained 

for 5wt% of silica. 

Hardness as measured in indentation tests was higher for the modified silicas than 

for the unmodified ones, and it increased with the silica content. On the other hand, 

hardness of the films with unmodified silica was lower than for the SiO2-free coating. 

Scrub resistance showed an opposite behaviour with the unmodified silica film 

presenting the higher resistance. 

The overall performance of the coatings can be summarized in Figure 3.29. It can 

be seen that there was no a single coating that outperformed the rest in all properties, 

clearly showing the challenge encountered in the development of high performance 

coatings, where a well balanced coating is very difficult to obtain. Nevertheless, 

coatings cast from dispersions L2_1, L5_1, LMM2_1 and LMM5_1 showed very good 

properties. 
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Figure 3.29 Summary of the properties achieved with the different coatings. 
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4.1. INTRODUCTION 

Ultraviolet (UV) light, ranging from 280 to 400 nm, is about 5% of the total radiation 

reaching the earth’s surface [1]. UV radiation can cause damages on surfaces such as 

metal, glass, wood or human skin. All these surfaces can be protected against 

radiation with polymer coatings. Especially, waterborne acrylic polymers are widely 

used in the formulation of varnishes and paints as protective coatings for different 

surfaces due to their low toxicity and good properties [2]. 

Nowadays, considering the international rules about the security and the health of 

the workers, the use of coatings has to consider a low emission of pollutants, as for 

example the emissions of VOCs. Consequently, manufactures and producers of 

polymer coatings are obliged to propose new solutions to minimize the levels of 

polluting substances released into the atmosphere. For this reason, in the last years 

new environmental friendly solvent-free products were developed such as UV-cured 

systems, water-borne coatings [3–5]. 

The pure acrylic emulsions-based coatings are now commonly used for the exterior 

wall paints of buildings. The main advantages of these systems consist in their solvent-

free formulation. However, like other polymer materials, these coatings can be 

degraded during outdoor exposure by environmental factors such as UV-light, oxygen, 

temperature, water and pollutants, which can deteriorate their bulk properties such as 

gloss, Young's Modulus, hardness and surface rugosity [3,5]. 

In order to predict the behavior of a coatings during its service life, the changes of 

their physical properties during weathering are important to detect [6] and, furthermore, 

how the physical changes are related to the chemical modification of the coating as a 

result of weathering is important to define [7–10]. 

Among these factors, UV radiation is a major contributor to the degradation of such 

polymer materials. Even though UV-light represents only 5% of the total radiation 
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reaching the earth's surface, these energy-rich radiations induce photolysis and photo-

oxidative reactions in the coatings by degrading their physic - mechanical, optical and 

other properties. The weathering degradation of acrylic coatings has already been 

described in some publications [11,12]. 

In the presence of air, the most important degradation process is the photo-

oxidation, which is a radical based auto-oxidative process and is the fundamental 

cause of the deterioration of organic substances [11]. Several studies have been 

carried out since the 1940s and the majority of the proposed kinetic schemes, 

however, are based on a mechanism first published in the pioneering work by Bolland 

and Gee [13], known as basic autoxidation scheme (BAS).  

The reaction path consists of three main reaction steps: initiation, chain propagation 

and chain termination, which can generally be described as follows: 

 

 

The first step (initiation) generates highly reactive free radicals, that during the 

second step (propagation) react fast with oxygen to produce hydroperoxyl radicals 

ROO●, and with the polymer itself to form hydroperoxides in a slower substep (k3 and 

k3a). Oxidation is stopped by a termination step when radicals react with each other to 

form non-radical species. [14] 

 

Step 1 Initiation 2ROOH   → R● + ROO● + H2O (k1) 

      

Step 2 Propagation R● + O2    → ROO● (fast) (k2) 

  ROO● + RH → ROOH + R● (k3) 

  ROO● + C=C   → ROOC--C● (k3a) 

      

Step 3 Termination 2R●  → inactive products (k4) 

  ROO● + R●  → inactive products (k5) 

  2ROO●   → inactive products (k6) 
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Accelerated aging tests according to the international standard ISO 16474-3: 2013 

(paints and varnishes - Methods of exposure to laboratory light sources - Part 3: UV 

fluorescent lamps) will be performed to understand the durability of the coatings 

prepared in Chapter 3 and the properties of the films before and after the aging tests 

will be measured. 

Considering the use of these products as protective coatings of monumental 

surfaces, the experimental products were applied on some specific substrates, such as 

Carrara marble and Lecce stone. The selected materials represent the most diffuse 

building materials, with different physical properties (such as the porosity). These 

materials are used in modern architectures, but also in the field of Cultural Heritage. 

  

4.2.      ACCELERATED AGEING TESTS 

The ISO (International Organization for Standardization) is an independent, non-

governmental international organization with a membership of 161 national standards 

bodies. They give world-class specifications for products, services and systems, to 

ensure quality, safety and efficiency. 

ISO has published 22260 International Standards and related documents, covering 

almost every industry, from technology, to food safety, to agriculture and healthcare 

 In these standards, coating of paints, varnishes and similar materials are exposed 

to laboratory light sources in order to simulate in laboratory the ageing processes 

which occur during natural weathering. 

ISO 16474-1:2013 (Part 1) provides information and general guidance relevant to 

the selection and operation of the methods of exposure described in detail in 

subsequent parts. ISO 16474-2:2013 (Part 2) specifies methods for exposing 

specimens to xenon-arc light in the presence of moisture to reproduce the weathering 

effects. 

https://www.iso.org/members.html
https://www.iso.org/members.html
https://www.iso.org/store.html
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The third part of ISO 16474, which was used in the experimental work, specifies 

methods for exposing coatings to fluorescent UV lamps, heat and water in apparatus 

designed to reproduce the weathering effects that occur when materials are exposed in 

actual end-use environments to daylight. 

Fluorescent UV lamps can be used to simulate the spectral irradiance of daylight in 

the ultraviolet (UV) region of the spectrum. 

The exposure conditions may be varied by selection of: 

a) the type of fluorescent lamp (spectral power distribution); 

b) the irradiance level; 

c) the temperature during the UV exposure; 

d) the relative humidity of the chamber air during the light and dark exposures, when 

test conditions requiring control of humidity are used; 

e) the type of wetting; 

f) the wetting temperature and cycle; 

g) the timing of the UV/dark cycle. 

Wetting could be produced by condensation of water vapor onto the exposed 

specimen surface or by spraying the test specimens with demineralized/deionized 

water. 

The used climatic test chamber (Angelantoni Industrie S.r.l.) is equipped with a 

medium pressure ultraviolet lamps of mercury. These lamps emit in the full spectrum of 

ultraviolet (UVA, UVB and UVC) with maximum emission peak in the UVA range at 366 

nm. 

The medium pressure mercury UV lamps are mainly appreciated for two types of 

use: 

• Ultraviolet drying and polymerization applications; 

• For ultraviolet disinfection and oxidation purposes. 
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Table 4.1. Cycle type using during the ageing tests.  

 

Table 3.8. Formulation used in the miniemulsion 

polymerization with acrylates and LUDOX 30-MPS.  

The ISO sets a different type of exposure cycles, specifies dark and light period, 

water spray or condensation of water, temperature and controlled or not controlled 

relative humidity. The conditions used in this work are given in Table 4.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Considering the average total solar radiation on earth, we decided to repeat this 

cycle 62 times, to simulate a normal natural aging of 130 days (with maximum solar 

exposure), taking Europe as a reference for the calculations.  

 

 

4.3.     BEHAVIOUR OF THE FILMS DURING TIME 

In this part we will discuss the effect of accelerated aging tests on films produced by 

the drying at room temperature (25 °C) of the latexes synthesized in Chapter 3. 

 

4.3.1.    MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In order to follow the changes of the properties of the films due to the action of the 

atmospheric agents during time, the color changes using the CIELab colorimetric 

method and the variation of the chemical structure measured by Fourier Transform 

Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) were monitored. 

 

Cycle Lamp type Exposure period Irradiance 

1 UVA-350 

45 min dry 5,2 W/m2 at 365 nm 

45 min water spray UV radiation off 

55 min dry 5,2 W/m2 at 365 nm 

15 min water spray UV radiation off 
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Colorimetry 

Color is defined as "the sensation experienced or caused by reflected or transmitted 

light through objects". Directly, it is not possible to measure the perceived color, but 

some factors, responsible for producing this color sensation, can be measured and 

then calculated.  

The CIELab color space (sometimes also called Lab color space) was defined by the 

Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE) in 1976 and represents a three-

dimensional, rectangular coordinate system. The vertical coordinate L specifies the 

lightness of a color, the 2 horizontal coordinates a and b represent the hue and the 

saturation on red/green and blue/yellow axes respectively (Figure 4.1). The CIELab 

color space is also ideal for representing color differences, since geometric distances 

in the color space approximate the intuitive color differences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Graphical 3D representation of the L, a* and b* axes. 

 

The color difference ΔE* between two colors in the CIELAB space is: 

 

ΔE∗ = √(𝐿1 − 𝐿2)
2 + (𝑎1 − 𝑎2)

2 + (𝑏1 − 𝑏2)
2    (1) 
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It is natural to consider the relation of the distance between colors in this three-

dimensional space to the perceived difference between them; it is necessary some 

means for quantifying perceived color differences. For this purpose, the notion of a 

Just Noticeable Difference (JND =3) in stimuli has been used extensively as unit by 

color scientists [15]. The JND is a parameter that let us to understand if the human eye 

can recognize the changing of the color. 

For the colorimetric studies, the samples were applied by brush on a marble 

surface, to simulate a treatment on a real substrate. The same area was analyzed 

using a positioning mask, and eight measurements for each sample and treatment 

were performed, before and after the ageing test. Furthermore, a part of the surface 

was leave untreated (NT) to use as reference in the discussion of the results. 

 

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

Infrared spectroscopy is a technique based on the vibrations of the atoms of a 

molecule. An infrared spectrum is commonly obtained by passing infrared radiation 

through a sample and determining what fraction of the incident radiation is absorbed at 

a particular energy. The energy at which any peak in an absorption spectrum appears 

corresponds to the frequency of a vibration of a part of a molecule. 

To detect the chemical changes of the coatings, the same samples used for 

colorimetric measurements were analyzed with a Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) 

spectrometer (Vertex 70, Bruker Optik GmbH) equipped with a single reflection 

Diamond ATR cell, a standard MIR source (HeNe) and a room temperature DTGS 

detector. The ATR-FTIR spectra were recorded with 256 scans in the mid infrared 

range (400–4000 cm−1) at a resolution of 4 cm−1.  
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Table 4.2. Colorimetric parameters (L, a and b) of all the samples measuered before 
and after ageing tests, and the ΔE parameter. 

 

Table 3.8. Formulation used in the miniemulsion polymerization with acrylates and LUDOX 30-

MPS.  

4.3.2.   RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 In the Table 4.2 the results of the colorimetry measurements carried out on the 

latexes with unmodified and modified silica (Chapter 3), are shown. Particularly, the 

values of L, a* and b* parameters before and after the accelerating ageing tests are 

listed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Focusing on the L parameters from the Table 4.2, it is evident how the lightness 

mostly decreases after the accelerated ageing tests. Only the SiO2-free sample shows 

a different trend where the L value increases (from 64 to 74) after ageing, leading to a 

whiter film. 

The behavior of the a* and b* parameters after ageing is shown in Figure 4.2 for the 

latexes with the bare silica (L_1 and L_2 series) and in Figure 4.3 for the latexes with 

the modified silica (LMM and LMW). 

L a* b* L a* b*

NT 77,77 -1,05 -1,92 76,25 -1,12 -2,78 1,7 0,4

SiO2-free 64,68 -0,85 -1,60 74,41 -1,38 -1,69 9,70 1,10

L2_1 75,48 -1,24 -2,42 73,27 -1,61 -1,06 2,60 0,60

L2_2 73,54 -1,04 -2,77 70,20 -2,26 1,73 5,70 0,90

L5_1 75,19 -1,23 -2,13 73,65 -1,52 -1,86 1,60 0,10

L5_2 78,74 -1,06 -1,92 77,15 -1,37 -1,42 1,70 0,60

L10_1 75,85 -1,06 -2,82 73,94 -1,42 -1,43 2,40 0,30

L10_2 72,13 -1,14 -2,70 71,06 -1,90 0,26 3,20 0,80

LMM2_1 78,93 -1,11 -1,81 76,57 -1,37 -1,78 2,40 0,20

LMM5_1 76,08 -1,13 -2,14 74,72 -1,44 -1,81 1,40 0,90

LMM10_1 78,54 -1,12 -1,76 76,50 -1,63 -0,69 2,40 0,50

LMW2_1 72,48 -1,14 -3,01 71,90 -1,58 -1,18 2,00 0,40

LMW5_1 77,20 -1,16 -2,21 74,20 -1,65 -1,24 3,20 0,20

LMW10_1 69,96 -1,06 -2,55 70,34 -1,66 -0,30 2,40 0,20

Samples Before Ageing Tests After Ageing Tests ΔE*  ± std
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Figure 4.2 Effect of ageing on a* and b*^for L_1 and L_2 series 

 

 

 
Figure 4.3 Effect of ageing on a* and b*^for LMM and LMW series 

 

Figure 4.2 shows that for the L_1 and L_2 series a* decreased after the ageing tests, 

namely the color shifted towards green (Fig. 4.1).  On the other hand, b* increased 

moving towards yellow component. Samples L2_2 and L10_2, showed a strong 

increase of b* towards yellow (positives values).  For the latexes with the modified 

silica (Figure 4.3), the trend is similar for the a* and b* values, but the differences 

before and after the accelerating ageing tests are smaller than the values of the 

unmodified silica. 

The variations in the color characteristics are due to changes in the chemical structure 

of the coating with no effect on the substrate because the color characteristics of the 
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unprotected marble substrate move to the opposite directions: L increased, a* was 

basically not affected and b* decreased. 

In Figure 4.4, the a* and b* values of all samples are plotted. A movement from the 

green-blue component (-a and -b) to the greener-yellow (-a and +b) is observed. 

Samples L2_2 and L10_2 showed a strong change towards higher b* values (yellow 

component) which may be due to the high concentration of Dowfax 2A1 (surfactant) 

that has two aromatic rings in its structure. L5_2 did not suffer a change that strong, 

but the shift was greater than for L5_1.  

 

 

Figure 4.4 a* vs. b* values for all samples. 

 

The parameter ΔE* (1) correlates the total color differences. This value is 

considered important because it can be related to aesthetic. Indeed, the ageing of a 

coating should not induce ΔE* greater than 3, in order to preserve the original color of 
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surfaces [13,14]. The ΔE* values after aging determined for all samples are reported in 

Table 4.2 and compared in Figure 4.5.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.5. Histogram of the total color difference (ΔE*) for all aged samples 

 

Figure 4.5 shows that in most cases t ΔE* were below the JND limit (dashed line). 

Therefore, the coatings after ageing did not undergo changes of the color (ΔL*, Δa*and 

Δb*) that can be noticed by human eyes, and hence they preserved the aesthetic 

aspect of the coated surface. The SiO2-free sample shows the highest ΔE* value due 

to the strong increase in the L* coordinate which reached a value similar to that of the 

NT. This could be a consequence of the loss of polymer mass, creating several 

uncoated areas [17] and highlights the importance of including silica in the formulation. 

The chemical changes to the structure (bond scission/forming) of coatings due to 

UV aging, were monitored using infrared spectroscopy (FTIR-ATR). 
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Figure 4.6. ATR-FTIR spectra of latex films without (grey) and with 10 wbm% (black) of 

nanosilica before UV exposure. 

 

 

The chemical changes to the structure (bond scission/forming) of coatings due to 

UV aging, were monitored using infrared spectroscopy (FTIR-ATR). Figure 4.6 shows 

the FTIR spectra of non-irradiated SiO2-free and L10_1 coatings.  The spectrum of the 

neat polymer exhibits the following characteristic spectral bands,: –OH stretch (3444 

cm-1), C–H stretch (2956 to 2874 cm-1), C=O stretch (1726 cm-1), C–H bending (1386 

and 1450 cm-1), C–C–O stretch (1267 and 1236 cm-1), C–O–C stretch (1160 and 1145 

cm-1), O=C–O stretch (1063 cm-1), C-H bending in MMA (989 cm-1), C-H bending in 

nBA (962 cm-1), and vibrations of the side chains (842 and 753 cm-1) [18]. 

 After the addition of the inorganic components (black line) a strong absorption 

bands appears at 1118 cm-1 and 476 cm-1 due to Si-O-Si stretching and bending, 

respectively, and at 1068 cm-1 related to Si-O bending. 
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 Figure 4.7 shows the effect of UV ageing on the chemical structure of the L10_2 

coating. The changes in the region between 3400 cm−1 and 3200 cm−1 are attributed to 

the hydroxyl groups formed by oxidation reactions.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.7 ATR-FTIR spectra of L10_2 before (grey) and after (black) the ageing tests 

 

 

Furthermore, relevant changes after ageing are observed in the region 1800-1600 

cm-1. The principal changes are the decrease in the absorbance of the carbonyl group 

at 1727 cm-1, the development of a clear shoulder at ≈1780 cm-1and the appearance of 

a new absorption at 1620 cm-1. The shoulder at ≈1780 cm-1 corresponds to a carbonyl 

stretching frequency and may be attributed to lactone formation [17,19–21]. The band 

at 1620 cm-1 may be attributed to terminal carbon-carbon unsaturation, due to 

formation of short chain fragments. The decrease in the absorbance of the carbonyl 

group at 1727 cm-1 is probably due to the scissions that occur during photolysis of the 

ester side groups when the film is subjected to UV irradiation (Figure 4.8). [20,22].  
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Fig. 4.8. Scheme of the de-esterification of PMMA. [20] 

 

The decrease of the 1727 cm-1 can be used to monitor ageing [19]. Figure 4.9 

shows the ratio between the carbonyl signal after UV irradiation and that before 

ageing. The higher the ratio the less the coating is affected. The best results were 

obtained for coatings L2_1, L5_2, LMM5_1, LMW5_1 and surprisingly for the SiO2-free 

coating. Again, the coatings containing 5% of silica showed good performance, but 

L5_1 that gave a very good behavior in the color test, showed a significant decrease in 

the carbonyl content.  

 

 

Figure 4.9 Carbonyl content after the ageing tests for all the latexes synthesized. 

. 
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Furthermore, a general photo-oxidation can be noticed in coatings with 2 wbm% of 

surfactant. This phenomenon may be due to exudation of surfactant to the surface 

under light aging that produce hydrophilic and oxidized small molecules, resulting from 

surfactant degradation which could promote radical and photochemical degradation 

processes on the film surface [23]. 

 

4.4.  APPLICATION ON REAL SUBSTRATES 

The hybrid coatings can be applied on different materials and according to the final 

use different methodologies of application can be used. The properties of the coatings 

are selected, depending the nature of the materials to protect, the adhesion and the 

compatibility with the substrate. 

In this study the synthetized coatings were applied to preserve the porous materials 

used as building materials in Cultural Heritage field. Durable building materials will not 

require frequently maintenance, avoiding environmental deterioration and maintaining 

their properties in the time. A coating protects the surface of the material where is 

applied, reducing the contact with the atmospheric agents and the pollution, without 

modify its properties, but extending its life cycle. These arguments are also to be 

considering in the field of conservation and restoration the Cultural Heritage for ancient 

building and archeological monuments. 

Water is the principal element in stone deterioration and preventing water 

penetration can reduce the main mechanisms of degradation. Indeed, the presence of 

water is related to the salt efflorescences and the degradation action of their 

crystallization [24]. The presence of water is related also the development of 

biodeterioration due to fungii, algae and bacteria [25,26]. A good coating should limit 

the presence of liquid water to avoid the efflorescences but should not reduce the 

transpiration of the water vapor to avoid the presence of mold. The major important 
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hygric properties to be measured to characterize the interaction of the material with 

water are: adsorption, water vapor permeability, capillary water absorption, total 

amount of absorbed water, and drying characteristics. Furthermore, a protective 

coating should be colourless and stable to atmospheric degradation and UV radiation. 

[27] 

The construction materials used in this study are two carbonatic lithotypes, usually 

used as modern and ancient construction materials: Lecce stone (known as “Pietra 

solare” from Apulia) and Carrara marble (from Tuscany). One of the major problems for 

the carbonate stones is the presence of acid water, for instance acid rain; because 

calcite is dissolved by acids, i.e., carbonic or sulfuric acids, and washed away. 

Therefore, preventing surface wetting using a coating will reduce the dissolution of 

calcite. Although these stones are mainly composed by calcite, they possess different 

porosity: Lecce stone = 38.8%, Carrara marble = 0.4%. Three samples for each stone 

were obtained as 5x5x5 cm3 cubes in order to perform the capillarity and drying tests. 

Before the application of any protective coatings, the stone specimens were washed 

with deionized water, dried in an oven for 7 days at 60°C (± 5°C), then stored in a dry 

atmosphere and weighed until constant mass (± 0.1%) was reached, according to UNI 

10921:2001 (UNI = UNI - Ente Nazionale Italiano di Unificazione, recognized for EU 

Standards).  

Another important element for a good behavior of a protective coating is related to 

theapplication method. Indeed, to create a good distribution of a polymer on a porous 

surface of a building a coating can be applied by brush or sprayed. The application 

method used in this study is brushing the same amount of latexes on the two different 

substrates and let drying at room temperature. The application by brush is a low cost, 

relatively simple, and fast method, but the control of the quality of the film is limited. 

Considering the results reported in Chapter III, only some of the latexes 

synthesized were applied on the stone surface, especially: 
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• SiO2 -free as reference;  

• in the L_1 family only L2_1 and L5_1 were applied, excluding the latex with 

10 wbm% of unmodified silica for the bad homogeneity in dispersion and in 

film formation;  

• in the L_2 family, the only latex L5_2 was applied considering the 

acceptable results even if, the higher percentage of surfactant shows some 

drawbacks in film properties;  

• all the latexes of the LMM family were applied (LMM2_1, LMM5_1 and 

LMM10_1) considering the good relationship with the amount of the silica 

added (the higher the amount of silica the more the properties of the film 

improve);  

• the LMW5_1 was used on stone substrates for LMW family, because of the 

lowest contact angles values.  

In this way, all the different latexes were used with the same percentage of 

silica (5 wbm%). 

 

4.4.1. WATER ABSORPTION CAPILLARITY TEST 

The water absorption capillarity tests and the drying behavior were carried out 

before and after the accelerated ageing tests and for each latex, three samples on the 

same substrate were tested. 

In general, a porous medium in contact with liquid water will absorb it by capillarity. 

This is a spontaneous process related to the capillary absorption force originated by 

the pores in the material between the diameters of 10 µm and 1 mm.  

In accordance with the standard UNI 10921:2001 the capillary water absorption of 

porous materials was determined using a cubic stone specimen soaked with only its 

bottom side in a basin filled with water. The cube for this test has a 5 cm side length 
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and the water absorption occurs only and constantly through the bottom side. The 

relationship between capillary water absorption and time is determined by periodically 

measuring the change in weight.  

The results of the water absorption capillarity test for Carrara marble and Lecce 

stone before the ageing tests, are shown in Figure 4.10, where curves are plotted as 

function of square root of time (sec0.5) versus quantity of water absorbed (g/m2). This 

representation was chosen because capillarity absorption rate is given by the 

Washburn equation (eq 2 in Chapter II) that establishes that the mass absorbed is 

proportional to (time)0.5. The average of measurements on three samples for each case 

is reported. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Capillarity measurements on Carrara Marble (a) and Lecce stone (b). 
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Figure 4.10 shows that Carrara marble absorbs slower and that the total amount of 

water was much less (1160 g/m2 vs. 15840 g/m2) than for Lecce stone. The reasons 

were the smaller pore size and the lower porous fraction of the Carrara marble. In 

Figure 4.10, the initial step slope corresponds to the filling with water of the coarse 

pores; afterwards, the process slows down because penetration is slower in the 

remaining smaller pores and micropores. Comparing the behavior of NT samples, the 

treated samples show a good effectiveness strongly reducing the water absorption. 

In order to understand the kinetic behavior of the treated and untreated samples, 

the Absorption Coefficient (AC) and the Relative Capillarity Index (RCI) were 

calculated. The AC is the initial absorption rate and was calculated as the slope of the 

linear part of the absorption curve in the first hour and the RCI was obtained by the 

ratio of the water absorbed in the plateau by the treated specimen and the water 

absorbed by the untreated one. This value is an important parameter for estimating the 

protective effectiveness of the treatments [21]. RCI indicates the absorption capability 

of a sample versus the water absorbed by the reference: RCI < 1 describes a decrease 

of water absorption, conversely RCI> 1 describes an increase of water absorption 

[28,29].The results for the AC and RCI values during aging are showed in Figure 4.11. 

  

 
Figure 4.11 Absorption coefficient measured before and after ageing tests on Carrara marble 

and Lecce stone 
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The AC results (Fig 4.11) clearly shows that the rate of absorption of water is 

reduced in presence of the coatings. According to literature, an effective hydrophobic 

treatment should reduce the capillary water absorption coefficient (AC) to 0.1 kg/m2h0.5, 

a value small enough to provide sufficient protection against driving rain [30]. It can be 

seen that the AC values for the Carrara marble treated with several of the coatings are 

lower than 0.1 kg/m2h0.5, which shows the efficiency of the coatings. A substantial 

reduction of the rate of water absorption is also evident for Lecce stone, but the rate 

was above the 0.1 kg/m2h0.5 threshold, because of the high porosity of the Lecce 

stone. It is possible that the amount of coating needed to seal the large pores of the 

Lecce stone would be higher than that applied in this test. 

The relative capillary index (ratio between the total amount of water absorbed with 

and without the coating) was in all cases lower than 1, and particularly low for the 

Carrara marble (Figure 4.12). The reduction was less pronounced for the Lecce stone, 

likely because the big pores were not sealed.   

Figure 4.12 also shows that ageing did not reduce the efficiency of the coatings 

against water penetration. Actually in some cases an enhancement was observed. The 

reason may be that the UV radiation fused the polymer allowing a better sealing of the 

pores.  

 

 
Figure 4.12. Relative capillarity indexes measured for aged and not aged samples, on both 

Carrara Marble and Lecce stone. 
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The inhibition of water absorption by capillarity was evaluated. (Figure.4.13) The 

values of the inhibition are reported in percentage respect to the NT values (0%). The 

increasing in the inhibition effect of the treated samples is evident, respect to the NT 

samples and to the SiO2-free latex. 

 

 
Figure 4.13. Inhibition of water absorption measurements on Carrara Marble and Lecce stone. 

 

 

Generally, L2_1, L5_1, LMM2_1 and LMM5_1 can be considered the better latexes, 

because they show the better performance in terms of inhibition of water absorption 

maintaining a good behavior also after the ageing tests. It is worth remembering that 

L5_1 and LMM5_1 presented excellent mechanical properties (Tables 3.9 and 3.10 for 

Young’s modulus; Figures 3.17 and 3.18 for tensile strength and Figures 3.28 and 3.29 

for scrub resistance).  

 

 

4.4.2. DRYING BEHAVIOR 

Considering that the transport of moisture forms the stone to the air significantly 

influences the durability and the structural stability of building materials, the drying 
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behavior was investigated. Drying of wet building stones is a multistage process that is 

governed by the characteristics of the stone (porosity) the type of coating and air 

humidity and air mass movement (i.e. wind). The material properties influence, how 

quickly moisture can be transported inside the material. The combination of climatic 

and transfer conditions, i.e. the boundary conditions, define how quickly moisture can 

be given to the surrounding atmosphere. Due to the cooling effect of evaporation, the 

surface through which the material is drying can be significantly colder than the 

surrounding air. As the sample has finite dimensions, heat is not only transferred from 

above (air) and underneath (material sample) the surface, but also from the lateral 

sides of the sample. This leads to a distinct temperature distribution; consequently, the 

evaporation rate is not the same everywhere at the drying surface. To avoid this effect 

during the drying experiments only the one face was left in direct contact with the air 

and the others faces were sealed and isolated from the surrounding atmosphere. 

The faster and the more thoroughly a stone is dried, the lower the probability that 

the stone will experience frost or salt damage. The drying experiments provide 

information about liquid and vapor transport properties comprising the whole range 

from saturated liquid to only vapor transport. At present, the drying experiments are 

neither standardized, nor exists a clear and possibly simple material parameter to be 

derived from it.  

The drying curves of untreated Carrara marble and Lecce stone are shown in 

Figure 4.14. The weight loss was greater for the Lecce stone because it absorbs more 

water and the experiments were started with the stones completely soaked. 
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Figure 4.14 Two step drying process curves for Carrara marble and Lecce 

 

 

It is easy to distinguish two significant phases, called first and second drying 

phases [31]. The first drying phase is characterized by an almost linear weight-loss in 

time. During that phase, the rate controlling step is the evaporation of water at the 

surface of the material, namely water is transported rapidly through the pores of the 

stone. In this regard it is important pointing out that these materials were not coated. 

For a coated system, the first phase is affected by both the transport of moisture 

through the coating and the mass transport from the coating to the surrounding air. In 

the second drying phase, the rate determining step for drying is the transport through 

the pores of the material and the rate of drying decreases.  During this phase, t drying 

is limited by the material properties [32]. 

From the second drying phase, a drying coefficient (D) is calculated as follows: 

𝐷 =
√𝑡𝑑,2𝑛𝑑

ℎ
 

where td,2nd is the drying time of the second drying phase and h is the sample height.  
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The drying coefficient gives a measure for how long it takes to dry a certain height 

of wet material. For its correct determination, the drying should start with the stone 

saturated with water and the climatic conditions should be constant. For this reason, all 

the samples were put in a climatic chamber, with a temperature of 25 °C and a relative 

humidity of 50%. The D values for the two stones are 98 h0.5/m for Carrara marble and 

458 h0.5/m for Lecce stone, due to the higher porosity of the Lecce stone 

The behavior of the treated samples during drying is shown in Figure 4.15.  

 
Figure 4.15 Drying behavior of the treated Carrara Marble and Lecce stone. 
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It can be seen that for the Carrara marble the first phase of drying finished relatively 

soon and that it was the second phase what took most of the time. For Lecce stone, 

the first phase was much longer because as the pores were large mass transport 

through them was easy and only when most of the water was eliminated the transport 

through the pores became the rate determining step. On the other hand, it can be seen 

that the first phase of drying is strongly influenced by the coating. The rate of water 

removal in this phase can be used to compare the performance of the coatings, having 

in mind that the faster the drying the better. 

Figure 4.16 presents the slopes of the first phase of drying for all the samples 

studied. It can be seen that samples L2_1, L5_1, LMM2_1 and LMM5_1 that efficiently 

protected the stones for water penetration are among the best ones in terms of drying. 

This makes these coatings very attractive.  Another interesting point is that ageing did 

not significantly reduce the performance of the coatings. 

 

Figure 4.16.  Effect of the coating on the slopes of the first phase of drying for Carrara Marble 

and Lecce stone samples. 
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Figure 4.17.  Measurements of the relative drying index for Carrara Marble samples and Lecce 

stone samples. 

 

The performance of the coatings can also be analyzed in terms of the relative drying 

index that is the ratio between the maximum weight loss of the coated stones and the 

weight loss of the uncoated stone. These values are given in Figure 4.17 and it can be 

seen that coatings L2_1, L5_1, LMM2_1 and LMM5_1 also perform very well. 
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4.5.      CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter was focused on the performance of the dispersions synthesized in 

Chapter 3 as coatings for Carrara marble and Lecce stone, two materials often used in 

Cultural Monuments and that present different characteristics. Lecce stone is much 

more porous than Carrara marble. 

As coatings suffer degradation caused by UV radiation, first the behavior of the 

coatings was evaluated in accelerated ageing tests. These tests were carried out in a 

climatic chamber with fluorescent UV lamps, with dry and wet cycles, in accordance 

with the ISO 16474-3:2013 standard. The effect of ageing on aesthetics was studied 

using colorimetry (CIElab color space) and the chemical changes caused by ageing 

were monitored by ATR-FTIR. It was found that the changes underwent by most of the 

coatings cast from dispersions containing silica and having a low concentration of 

surfactant (1wt%), were not observable for human eyes. Pure acrylic coatings and 

coatings containing 2wt% of surfactant suffer severe yellowing. The variation of the 

carbonyl groups can disappear during ageing, the decrease of the carbonyl signal was 

measured by ATR-FTIR finding that the best results were obtained for coatings L2_1, 

L5_2, LMM5_1, LMW5_1 and surprisingly for the SiO2-free coating. Again, the coatings 

containing 5% of silica showed good performance, but L5_1 that gave a very good 

behavior in the color test, showed a significant decrease in the carbonyl content.  

Carrara marble and Lecce stone were brush coated with the dispersions and the 

effect of the coating on water absorption and drying was investigated. It was found that 

that dispersions L2_1, L5_1, LMM2_1 and LMM5_1 were effective protecting the 

stones for water penetration and are among the best ones in terms of drying. This 

makes these coatings very attractive because as water is one of the major causes of 

the deterioration of stone avoiding water penetration and allowing fast drying are 
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sought characteristics. Another interesting point is that ageing did not significantly 

reduce the performance of the coatings.  
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CHAPTER V 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

Monuments are an important part of our Cultural heritage that are often made out of 

natural stone. Unfortunately, stone structures are vulnerable to deterioration caused by 

the combined, and often synergistic, action of biological, physical, and chemical 

agents. These effects can be reduced by using coatings. Therefore, the aim of the 

project is to develop waterborne protective coatings that can be used for conservation 

of Cultural Heritage buildings and monuments. For that hybrid organic/inorganic 

waterborne coatings have been prepared. The idea is on one part to use waterborne 

systems to reduce the environmental impact and on the other to combine the high 

thermal stability and the good mechanical properties of the silica with the elasticity, 

lightweight, and capability to form coatings of the acrylic polymers. After analysis of the 

literature it was decided to synthesize these dispersions by means of miniemulsion 

polymerization of acrylic monomers using surface modified silica nanoparticles. 

The surface modification of the silica was carried out at 80 ºC in a semicontinuos 

reaction slowly an organosilane (3-(trimethoxysilyl) propylmethacrylate, MPS) to the 

reactor containing the silica particles. Both methanol and water were used as reactive 

medium. In the latter case, NH3 was used as catalyst in order to promote the reaction 

of the organosilane on the silica surface. 29Si CP-MAS NMR showed that the silica 

modified in methanol underwent a higher surface modification. This led to a higher 

three-phase contact angle. Nevertheless, high contact angles were obtained in both 
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cases (79° and 87° for the water and methanol modified silica, respectively). These 

values ensure a strong adsorption on the monomer water interface.  

Composite acrylic-silica waterborne dispersions were synthesized by batch 

miniemulsion polymerization, with both modified and unmodified silica. A silica-free 

dispersion was prepared as reference. 1wt% of Dowfax 2A1 was used as surfactant for 

the modified silica and 1 and 2 wt% were used for the unmodified one. Under these 

conditions, polymerizations proceeded smoothly and high monomer conversions and 

narrow particle size distributions were obtained in all cases. 

The morphology of the dispersions was investigated by TEM, and the images 

showed that the modified silica was mainly located at the surface of the polymer 

particles, whereas a large fraction of the unmodified silica particles remained in the 

aqueous phase. This fraction increased with the surfactant concentration (2 wt% of 

Dowfax 2A1). These results clearly demonstrate that surface modification is needed to 

incorporate the silica onto the polymer particles. 

Moreover, the particle morphology had a strong effect on film morphology. In the 

TEM images of the cross sections of the films, it is evident that the modified silica 

formed a honeycomb structure with only a few aggregates of silica, whereas the films 

cast from dispersions containing unmodified silica presented large clusters of silica. 

The composite films presented higher contact angle than the acrylate reference film 

and the highest contact angles (>90 ºC) were obtained for the silica modified in 

methanol. The behaviour of these coating when totally immersed in water was 

investigated finding that the initial rate of water uptake correlated well with the contact 

angle, but the long term water uptake was controlled by the film morphology (higher 

water uptake for the honeycomb structures obtained with the modified silica). 
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The incorporation of nanosilica particles into the polymer led to better mechanical 

properties than the SiO2-free coating and the type of surface modification strongly 

influenced the mechanical properties. The Young’s modulus was higher for the silica 

modified in methanol, but the elongation at break and the tensile strength were lower 

than those modified in water. Very good mechanical properties were obtained with 

unmodified silica. In all cases, the Young’s modulus increased with the silica content 

and an optimum value was obtained for 5wt% of silica. 

 Indentation tests were performed, and the results show that hardness was higher 

for the modified silicas than for the unmodified ones, and it increased with the silica 

content. On the other hand, hardness of the films with unmodified silica was lower than 

for the SiO2-free coating. Scrub resistance showed an opposite behavior with the 

unmodified silica film presenting the higher resistance.  

The performance of the dispersions as coatings for Carrara marble and Lecce 

stone, two materials often used in Cultural Monuments and that present different 

characteristics was evaluated. First the behaviour of the coatings was examined in 

accelerated ageing tests under UV radiation in accordance with the ISO 16474-3:2013 

standard. The effect of ageing on aesthetics was studied using colorimetry (CIElab 

colour space) and the chemical changes caused by ageing were monitored by ATR-

FTIR. It was found that the changes underwent by most of the coatings cast from 

dispersions containing silica and having a low concentration of surfactant (1wt%), were 

not observable for human eyes. Pure acrylic coatings and coatings containing 2wt% of 

surfactant suffer severe yellowing. The variation of the carbonyl groups can disappear 

during ageing, the decrease of the carbonyl signal was measured by ATR-FTIR finding 

that the best results were obtained for coatings L2_1, L5_2, LMM5_1, LMW5_1 and 

surprisingly for the SiO2-free coating. Then, Carrara marble and Lecce stone were 
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brush coated with the dispersions and the effect of the coating on water absorption and 

drying was investigated. It was found that that dispersions L2_1, L5_1, LMM2_1 and 

LMM5_1 were effective protecting the stones for water penetration and are among the 

best ones in terms of drying. This makes these coatings very attractive because as 

water is one of the major causes of the deterioration of stone avoiding water 

penetration and allowing fast drying are sought characteristics.  Another interesting 

point is that ageing did not significantly reduce the performance of the coatings.  

Combination of the results obtained with Carrara marble and Lecce stone and those 

summarized in Figure 3.29 showed that there was no a single coating that 

outperformed the rest in all properties, clearly showing the challenge encountered in 

the development of high performance coatings, where a well balanced coating is very 

difficult to obtain. Nevertheless, coatings cast from dispersions L2_1, L5_1, LMM2_1 

and LMM5_1 showed very good properties. 
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